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Dopaminergic regulation of NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic 

transmission onto medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the nucleus accumbens 

(NAc) may constitute a critical site of ethanol action in mesolimbic structures.  

Here we investigated how dopaminergic inputs alter the ability of ethanol to 

inhibit NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission onto accumbal MSNs in 

rats and mice.  By using a variety of recording techniques such as patch-clamp 

recordings and field potential recordings, we demonstrated that prior activation of 

D1-like dopamine receptors (D1DRs) with the D1-agonist SKF 38393 (25 µM) 

significantly attenuated ethanol (75 mM) inhibition of NMDA receptor function.  

The D1-regulation of ethanol sensitivity was mediated largely by a postsynaptic 

mechanism involving D1-signaling cascade through the cAMP-regulated 
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phosphoprotein-32 kD (DARPP-32) and protein phosphatase-1 (PP-1) pathway.  

D1/DARPP-32-dependent regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol was 

absent in DARPP-32 knockout mice.  Coincident activation of regulator of 

calmodulin signaling (RCS) further amplified the effect of D1-DARPP-32 on 

ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor function.  In addition, we performed a 

detailed electrophysiological analysis of D1-regulation of the ethanol sensitivity of 

accumbal NMDA receptors through recordings of quantal Sr2+-supported NMDA 

mEPSCs in reduced Mg2+ (0.6 mM) and observed dual presynaptic and 

postsynaptic components of D1-regulation of ethanol sensitivity of NMDA 

receptors.  Ethanol inhibited NMDA mEPSC amplitude and frequency in a dose-

dependent manner (25-75 mM), indicating inhibitory effects on presynaptic and 

postsynaptic components of NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission.  

The presynaptic effect of ethanol was corroborated by analyzing the ratio of 

paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) of Ca2+-supported NMDA EPSCs.  Activation of 

D1DRs with the agonist, SKF 38393 (25 µM) reversed ethanol suppression of 

NMDA mEPSC frequency and amplitude.  Furthermore, the Mg2+-dependent 

decay off-rate of NMDA mEPSCs was substantially reduced by ethanol in a 

manner strongly reversed by the D1 agonist.  D1 receptor-mediated attenuation 

of both the presynaptic and postsynaptic actions of ethanol was completely 

blocked by a D1 selective antagonist (SCH 23390).  These data suggest that 

D1DRs modulate both the presynaptic and postsynaptic effects of ethanol on 

NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission in the NAc and that these 
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interactions may contribute to ethanol-induced neuroadaptation of the reward 

pathway.  
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

 
Alcohol is a drug which causes serious social and economic problems.  

The economic cost of alcohol abuse and alcoholism in the States was $148 

billion in 1992, the most recent year in which sufficient data were available 

(Holland and Mushinski, 1999).  This cost accounted for about 60% of total 

economic cost of alcohol and drug abuse and represented $965 per capita in this 

country in 1992.  According to NIAAA, the total economic cost of alcohol abuse 

and alocholism was projected to be $185 billion in 1998.   

Alcoholism, also known as alcohol dependence, is characterized by (1) a 

strong desire to drink (craving), (2) compulsive ethanol consumption even in the 

face of serious social and health problems (loss of control) and (3) the 

development of tolerance and physical dependence which leads to withdrawal 

symptoms upon cessation (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).  For drug 

addiction, we define reinforcement as the hedonistic valence of a drug which is a 

critical component at the early stage of the development of dependence.  For the 

purpose of this dissertation, ethanol reinforcement refers to the ability of ethanol 

to alter the activity and function of the mesolimbic pathway to produce euphoria 

(positive reinforcement). 

The basic hypothesis of this dissertation research posits that alterations in 

the mesolimbic dopamine signaling pathway underlie the development of ethanol 

dependence and involve activation of dopamine D1-like receptors and N-methyl 
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D-aspartate (NMDA) type of glutamate receptors.  This introduction reviews the 

background of these neurotransmitter receptors in mesolimbic structures and 

their roles in ethanol reinforcement and the development of ethanol dependence.   

 

1-1. Neural substrates in ethanol reinforcement 

1-1-1. The neuroanatomy of mesocorticolimbic dopamine circuits 

The major components in the brain motivation and reward circuit include 

the mesolimbic dopamine pathway from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the 

nucleus accumbens (NAc) and the limbic system including the prefrontal cortex 

(PFC), amygdala (AMY) and hippocampus (HIP) (White, 1996; Pierce and 

Kalivas, 1997; Ujike, 2002).  These brain regions are reciprocally innervated by 

different neurotransmitters.  For example, the VTA dopamine neurons receive 

glutamatergic inputs from the PFC, HIP and AMY as well as GABAergic (γ-

aminobutyric acid) inputs from the NAc.  VTA dopamine neurons innervate each 

component of this circuit and dopamine has complex effects on their function.   

 

1-1-2. The nucleus accumbens 

1-1-2-1. The input and output of the nucleus accumbens 

The NAc is the brain region integrating cortical information and midbrain 

dopaminergic information (Groenewegen et al., 1999; French and Totterdell, 

2002).  The NAc is located in the ventral part of the striatal complex and above 

the olfactory tubercle, so it is often referred to as the ventral striatum.  As a 
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component of the basal ganglia-cortical circuits, the NAc is densely innervated by 

glutamatergic inputs from the corticolimbic areas.  After being processed, cortical 

information is primarily projected to the ventral pallidum (VP) and then 

subsequently to the thalamus, from where information is projected back to the 

cortex (Pennartz et al., 1994; Shinonaga et al., 1994; O'Donnell and Grace, 

1995).  Thus, the NAc functions as a center for processing cortical information.  

The synaptic connections between these structures occur as follows: GABAergic 

transmission occurs in NAc-VP synapses and VP-thalamic synapses, but 

glutamatergic synapses are formed solely between thalamocortical connections 

(O'Donnell et al., 1999).  The NAc is also highly innervated by midbrain 

dopamine neurons located in the VTA, and the extracellular dopamine 

concentration in the NAc is commonly enhanced by a variety of drugs of abuse, 

including ethanol (Brodie et al., 1990; Gonzales and Weiss, 1998; Doyon et al., 

2003).  Therefore, the NAc is an integrating point where dopamine is expected to 

have a significant impact on cortical information processing through the NAc 

under normal conditions and during drug exposure.   

 

1-1-2-2. The neuron subtypes of the nucleus accumbens 

Remarkably, only a few different types of neurons are present in the NAc.  

The output of the NAc is inhibitory in nature due to the fact that more than 95% of 

the neurons in the NAc are medium-sized spiny neurons which use GABA as the 

major neurotransmitter (Chang and Kitai, 1985).  MSNs are the main recipients of 
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afferents from cerebral cortex and some subcortical regions and are also the 

main neurons projecting out of the NAc.  All MSNs are identical in somato-

dendritic morphology, but at least two subtypes have been identified based on 

their projection patterns and peptide expression.  One cell type contains the 

neuropeptides substance P and dynorphin, and projects to the VTA and ventral 

pallidum, while the other contains enkephalin and primarily projects to the ventral 

pallidum alone (Lu et al., 1997; Lu et al., 1998).  The other neurons are few in 

number and include several types of interneurons based on cytochemical, 

physiological and morphological methods: giant aspiny cholinergic interneurons 

and at least three types of GABAergic interneurons with different neuropeptide 

expression (Kawaguchi et al., 1995).  The exact roles of these neurons during 

reward and addiction are not fully characterized.   

 

1-1-2-3. The role of the nucleus accumbens in reward and addiction 

The NAc plays a major role in behavioral responses to various reinforcers 

including drugs of abuse, although multiple brain regions such as the VTA, NAc, 

striatum, AMY and PFC are also intimately involved in reward and addiction.  

Intracranial self-administration (ICSA) of either electrical currents or drugs of 

abuse is a reliable method to determine the location of reward mechanisms.  For 

instance, rats will self-administer electrical stimulation into the VTA, substantia 

nigra, NAc and medial forebrain bundle (Brown and Fial, 1975; Mogenson et al., 

1979; Jenkins et al., 1983; Reynolds et al., 2001).  Rats will also self-administer a 
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variety of drugs of abuse including cocaine, amphetamine, phencyclidine and 

morphine into the NAc (van der Kooy et al., 1982; Hoebel et al., 1983; Carlezon 

and Wise, 1996; Rodd-Henricks et al., 2002).   

The dopaminergic innervation of the NAc seems particularly important for 

brain reward mechanisms.  Injection of dopamine antagonists into the NAc 

prevented rats from self-administering electrical stimulation into the VTA 

(Mogenson et al., 1979).  In contrast, microinjection of a selective D1 antagonist 

(SCH 23390) significantly increased the self-administration of cocaine, most 

likely reflecting a decrease in the magnitude of the reinforcing effect of cocaine 

and similar to the enhancement in responding observed when rats receive lower 

doses of cocaine (Maldonado et al., 1993).   

Most of the ICSA data support the involvement of the NAc but not the 

dorsal striatum (McBride et al., 1999).  For instance, rats self-administered 

amphetamine and morphine into the NAc but not the dorsal striatum (Olds, 1982; 

Hoebel et al., 1983).  In contrast to the NAc, microinjection of the same dose of 

SCH 23390 into the dorsal striatum failed to alter cocaine self-administration 

(Maldonado et al., 1993).  Therefore, there can be no doubt that the NAc is a 

crucial site for brain reward and the addiction process.   

 

1-1-2-4. Anatomy of the core and shell 

Based on neurochemical, morphological  and anatomical characteristics, 

the NAc is divided into an inner “core” (surrounding the anterior commissure), an 
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outer “shell” (the medial, ventral and the lateral parts of the NAc) and a rostral 

pole (Zahm, 1991; Meredith et al., 1992; Zahm, 1992; Meredith et al., 1996).  The 

rostral pole has less volume in comparison with the more caudal core and shell, 

and therefore has been less studied.  The input and output of the core and the 

shell display different topographical patterns (Meredith et al., 1996).  The core 

receives widespread inputs from subcortical areas including basolateral 

amygdala, globus pallidus, ventral pallidum, subthalamic nucleus, VTA and 

cortical areas including the prelimbic, anterior cingulated cortices.  The shell is 

innervated densely by basal amygdala, subiculum, VTA and ventral prefrontal 

cortex but not by subthalamic nucleus and globus pallidus.   

Two major output pathways are involved with accumbal projecting 

neurons.  First, neurons in the core project along the “typical” basal ganglia 

pathways to the premotor cortex through ventrolateral pallidum and the motor 

thalamus, whereas neurons in the shell innervate widespread areas including 

subcortical motor areas such as the extended amygdala and cortical areas such 

as the prefrontal cortex through the ventromedial pallidum and subsequent 

mediodorsal thalamus.  Second, accumbal neurons project to the midbrain 

dopamine neurons therefore affecting dopamine release throughout the 

mesocorticolimbic dopamine circuits.  Neurons in the core primarily target the 

substantia nigra pars compacta region, whereas neurons in the shell tend to 

project to the VTA and retrorubral fields (Lu et al., 1998).   
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1-1-2-5. Function of the core and shell  

The core and shell differ at the functional level (McBride et al., 1999; 

Parkinson et al., 1999).  Rats will self-administer a variety of drugs 

(amphetamine, cocaine, phencyclidine and morphine) preferentially into the shell 

instead of the core (Carlezon and Wise, 1996; McBride et al., 1999; Rodd-

Henricks et al., 2002).  The functional differences between the core and shell 

may be due to their distinctive connectivity patterns in the gangliocortical circuits 

as described earlier and due to differential dopaminergic innervation patterns.  

For example, pharmacological and functional studies demonstrate that the shell 

and the core display different basal and stimulated dopamine responses: the 

shell exhibits a greater basal tissue dopamine content and the core displays a 

greater evoked dopamine release and uptake under normal condition (Deutch 

and Cameron, 1992; Jones et al., 1996).  Consistent with this observation, the 

expression of the dopamine transporter (DAT) is less in the dopaminergic 

terminals in the shell than in the core (Nirenberg et al., 1997).  On the other 

hand, greater dopamine release in the shell than the core has also been 

observed in response to lever pressing for food, food stimuli, stress and 

intravenous administration of various drugs of abuse (cocaine, morphine, 

amphetamine) (Pontieri et al., 1995; Sokolowski et al., 1998; Bassareo and Di 

Chiara, 1999; Wu et al., 1999; Pezze et al., 2001; Pezze et al., 2002).  In 

addition, the dopaminergic terminals in the core are more vulnerable to 

neurotoxins in comparison with those in the shell (Lancia et al., 2004).  Finally, in 
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comparison with neurons in the core, neurons in the shell display faster decay 

kinetics and lower probability of evoking spikes in response to stimulating 

amygdaloid or cortical afferents, although the passive membrane properties of 

neurons in each region are very similar (O'Donnell and Grace, 1993).  Taken 

together, activation of dopamine in the shell of the NAc seems to play a key role 

in brain reward mechanisms. 

 

1-1-3. Medium spiny neurons in the nucleus accumbens 

1-1-3-1. Expression of receptors 

A variety of receptors are expressed on the surface of individual MSNs, 

including ionotropic glutamate receptors (NMDA receptors and non-NMDA 

receptors), metabotropic glutamate receptors, GABAA receptors, glycine 

receptors, 5-HT receptors, adenosine receptors and dopamine receptors (Testa 

et al., 1995; Wright et al., 1995; Shetreat et al., 1996; Delle Donne et al., 1997; 

Svenningsson et al., 1997; Tallaksen-Greene et al., 1998; Tarazi et al., 1998; 

Schwarzer et al., 2001; Chao et al., 2002; Martin and Siggins, 2002).  The co-

expression of both glutamatergic and dopaminergic receptors on MSNs further 

confirms that the interaction of these two neurotransmitter systems in the NAc 

occurs at the level of individual neuron during cortical information processing.   
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1-1-3-2. Bistable membrane potential 

MSNs exhibit a bistable membrane potential which affects the excitability 

of MSNs.  In vivo recordings demonstrate that MSNs in the ventral and dorsal 

striatum fire irregularly at a very low frequency (<1 Hz) and their membrane 

potential fluctuates between two steady states, a depolarized up state and a 

hyperpolarized down state.  The up state (about -60mV) is 100-1000 msec in 

duration and 10-25 mV in amplitude from the down state (-85mV) (O'Donnell and 

Grace, 1995; Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996; O'Donnell et al., 1999; Cooper, 

2002).  However, the bistable membrane potential is not unique to MSNs; 

pyramidal neurons in the PFC also display a bistable membrane potential which 

is commonly a result of concurrent synaptic inputs (Lewis and O'Donnell, 2000).  

The up state in the NAc is driven by convergent synaptic inputs from the PFC, 

AMY and HIP, whereas the down state is controlled by inward rectifier potassium 

channels.  The glutamatergic afferents from both the PFC and the HIP are often 

damaged during the process of slice preparation.  The lack of temporally 

convergent synaptic inputs in slice preparation may explain why the bistable 

membrane fluctuation is rarely observed in vitro, when MSNs often stay at a very 

negative membrane potential in the range corresponding to the down state in 

vivo.   

Using in vivo intracellular recording techniques, O'Donnell and Grace 

demonstrated that MSNs display greater excitability at the up state and that the 

transition to the up state is gated by hippocampal inputs (O'Donnell and Grace, 
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1995).  Spontaneous action potentials were only observed during the up state in 

response to cortical and amygdaloid inputs.  Also, bistable MSNs in the NAc 

switch their membrane potentials from the hyperpolarized down state to the 

depolarized up state only in response to stimulating hippocampal, but not 

cortical, amygdaloid or thalamic afferents.  Therefore, the excitatory hippocampal 

inputs have a gating effect on bursting of MSNs in response to inputs from PFC 

and AMY.  Finally, lesions of the fornix abolished the bistable membrane 

potentials and microinjection of lidocaine into the fornix reversibly eliminated the 

up state (O'Donnell and Grace, 1995).   

These findings are further supported by anatomical studies.  Synapses on 

the distal dendrites are expected to exert less influence on the neuronal 

excitability than those on the proximal dendrites and the soma.  Glutamatergic 

afferents from the PFC form synapses on the distal dendrites of MSNs in the 

NAc, whereas hippocampal afferents form synapses on the proximal dendrites 

and the cell body thereby exerting a greater control (gating effect) on the 

transition from the down state to the up state (O'Donnell et al., 1999).  

Furthermore, populations of MSNs in the NAc can shift to the up state 

synchronously possibly driven by synaptic inputs from the ventral hippocampus 

(Goto and O'Donnell, 2001, 2001).  The effects of drugs of abuse on the 

transition from the up state to the down state and the hippocampus-dependent 

gating of this transition have not been addressed and this seems to be an 

important topic for study.   
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1-1-4. Dopamine receptor subtypes and intracellular signaling cascades 

The NAc is highly innervated by VTA dopamine neurons, and different 

dopamine receptor subtypes are expressed on the soma, the dendrites and the 

presynaptic terminals.  By activating these dopamine receptors with different 

synaptic locations, dopamine exerts complex modulatory effects on the function 

of MSNs in the NAc.  In this section, the expression of dopamine receptor 

subtypes, the correlation between receptor subtypes and projection patterns of 

MSNs and the intracellular signaling cascades upon activation of postsynaptic 

dopamine receptors are reviewed. 

 

1-1-4-1. Dopamine receptor subfamilies and expression 

Dopamine receptors belong to the super-family of G-protein-coupled 

receptors which contain seven transmembrane regions, an extracellular N-

terminal domain and an intracellular C-terminal domain.  Based on 

pharmacological and biochemical criteria, dopamine receptors are normally 

divided into D1-like subfamily (D1DRs including D1 and D5, also termed as D1a 

and D1b) and D2-like subfamily (D2DRs including D2, D3 and D4) and are the 

products of five structurally homologous genes (O'Dowd, 1994).  All these 

receptors have been cloned (Bunzow et al., 1988; Giros et al., 1990; Sunahara et 

al., 1990; Zhou et al., 1990; Sunahara et al., 1991; Van Tol et al., 1991) and 

knock-out mice for each subtype have been produced (Drago et al., 1994; Baik et 
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al., 1995; Rubinstein et al., 1997; Xu et al., 1997; Aiba, 1999; Holmes et al., 

2001).   

D1DRs display similar pharmacological profiles such as high affinity to the 

selective antagonist SCH 23390, but there are no selective ligands to 

discriminate D1 receptors from D5 receptors (Tupala and Tiihonen, 2004).  This 

review will focus on the D1DRs, but in this section the expression of both D1DRs 

and D2DRs in the NAc will be discussed for completeness.  The term “D1DRs” 

will refer to the D1-like subfamily including both D1 and D5 receptors and the 

term “D2DRs” will refer to the D2-like subfamily including D2, D3 and D4 

receptors.  The term “D1” alone is an abbreviation of “D1-like” unless it is 

described as “D1 receptor”. 

D1DRs are co-expressed with D2DRs on a small portion of accumbal 

MSNs and located on both presynaptic and postsynaptic sites.  In contrast to the 

dorsal striatum where at least 50% of MSNs co-express D1DRs and D2DRs 

(Surmeier et al., 1996; Aizman et al., 2000), D1DRs and D2DRs are co-

expressed to a much lesser extent in the NAc (about 22-38%) (Le Moine and 

Bloch, 1996; Shetreat et al., 1996; Wong et al., 1999).  The co-expression of both 

D1DRs and D2DRs suggests that interactions of these two subfamilies of 

dopamine receptors are present at the level of individual MSNs (Ridray et al., 

1998; Schwartz et al., 1998).   

Ultrastructural studies demonstrate that D1DRs are distributed on the 

dendrites and soma of about 50% of accumbal MSNs and also on presynaptic 
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terminals suggesting the presence of both pre-synaptic and post-synaptic sites of 

dopaminergic modulation (Shetreat et al., 1996).  However, dopaminergic 

terminals do not form synaptic connections with glutamatergic afferents from the 

PFC in the NAc suggesting that dopaminergic modulation of Glu transmission is 

most likely non-synaptic (Sesack and Pickel, 1992).   

The five specific dopamine receptor subtypes display differential 

expression patterns in the NAc.  D1 and D2 receptors are highly expressed in the 

NAc and are often co-expressed with different peptides in different populations of 

MSNs in the NAc as well as the dorsal striatum.  Several studies using double in-

situ mRNA hybridization suggest that D1 receptors and substance P (SP) are co-

expressed in about 50% of MSNs, which are distinguished from MSNs co-

expressing D2 receptors and enkephalin (ENK) in the ventral and dorsal striatum 

in rodents  as well as in primates (Le Moine and Bloch, 1995, 1996; Surmeier et 

al., 1996; Aubert et al., 2000).  Only a very small proportion (2-5%) of MSNs co-

express both D1 and D2 receptors (Le Moine and Bloch, 1995; Aubert et al., 

2000).  MSNs co-expressing D1 receptors and SP are mostly restricted in the 

shell, and those co-expressing D2 receptors and ENK tend to be located in the 

core of the NAc (Lu et al., 1998).  In addition, D1 but not D2 receptors are 

typically co-expressed with another opioid peptide, dynorphin (Curran and 

Watson, 1995; Furuta et al., 2002).  Since dynorphin may cause dysphoria by 

decreasing dopamine release in the NAc through activation of kappa opioid 

receptors located on dopaminergic terminals (Przewlocka et al., 1996, 1997; 
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Nestler, 2001), D1/dynorphin-positive neurons may be relevant to the aversive 

effects of drugs or withdrawal. 

In contrast to the striatum, D3 receptors are highly expressed in the NAc 

and co-expressed with D1 receptors in a significant proportion of SP-positive 

neurons in both the shell (26%) and core (16%) regions of the NAc, but have not 

been detected in any ENK-positive cells (Curran and Watson, 1995; Le Moine 

and Bloch, 1996; Schwartz et al., 1998; Diaz et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2004).  D4 

and D5 receptors are expressed at very low levels and therefore have been less 

studied (Sibley et al., 1992).   

 

1-1-4-2. Dopamine receptor subtypes and projection patterns of MSNs 

MSNs selectively expressing D1 or D2 receptors tend to project to 

different targets.  By employing the combination of in situ hybridization and 

retrograde labeling, the efforts to investigate the sources and targets of the 

projection of MSNs have been fruitful.  For example, in the striatum, the vast 

majority of MSNs containing D1/SP tend to project to the substantia nigra, 

whereas neurons containing D2/ENK primarily form the striatopallidal connection 

(Le Moine and Bloch, 1995).  In contrast to the selective mesencephalic 

projection pattern of D1/SP neurons in the dorsal striatum, neurons co-

expressing D1/SP in the NAc (arising mostly from the shell) project to the VTA as 

well as the ventral pallidum.  D2/ENK containing neurons in the NAc (mostly in 
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the core) selectively project to the ventral pallidum (Lu et al., 1997; Lu et al., 

1998).   

Studies measuring Fos-like immunoreactivity further support these 

anatomical data.  Fos, expressed in both dorsal and ventral striatum, is a putative 

marker for neuronal activity and is enhanced by activating D1DRs or blocking 

D2DRs.  Robertson and Jian demonstrated that 1) in the dorsal striatum, 

stimulation of D1DRs elevated Fos immunoreactivity in neurons projecting to the 

midbrain (substantia nigra), whereas blockade of D2DRs enhanced Fos 

immunoreactivity principally in neurons projecting to the pallidum (globus 

pallidus); 2) in the NAc, a D1DR agonist induced Fos immunoreactivity in MSNs 

projecting primarily to the VTA and about half of these neurons also project to the 

ventral pallidum, whereas D2DR antagonist-induced Fos immunoreactivity was 

primarily located in neurons projecting to the ventral pallidum (Robertson and 

Jian, 1995).  Taken together, these data provide anatomical and functional 

support for the topographic projection patterns of MSNs likewise with differential 

dopaminergic receptor expression patterns in the NAc and suggest a role of 

D1DRs in the reciprocal innervation between the NAc and VTA. 

 

1-1-4-3. Intracellular signaling cascades 

D1DRs and D2DRs are coupled to different heterotrimeric G proteins and 

activate different signaling cascades in accumbal MSNs.  The effects of D1DRs 

are mainly mediated by coupling to Gα(s/olf), which causes sequential activation 
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of adenylyl cyclase, protein kinase A (PKA) and dopamine and cAMP-regulated 

phosphoprotein-32 kDa (DARPP-32) (Fienberg et al., 1998; Zhuang et al., 2000).  

However, some D1DRs, especially those expressed in the striatum and 

amygdala, are not always coupled to adenylyl cyclase but to phospholipase C 

(PLC) and stimulate inositol phosphate formation, resulting in mobilization of 

intracellular calcium stores (Undie and Friedman, 1990; Panchalingam and 

Undie, 2000; Neve et al., 2004; Tang and Bezprozvanny, 2004).   

D2DRs are coupled to Gα(i/o) which negatively affects adenylyl cyclase 

therefore antagonizing the D1/cAMP/DARPP-32 signaling cascade.  Activation of 

D2DRs may also activate PLC and subsequently mobilize intracellular calcium 

stores.  As a result, calcium binds to calmodulin (a major effector of intracellular 

calcium) and subsequently activates calmodulin-dependent enzymes such as 

protein phosphatase 2B (PP-2B, also called calcineurin) which can 

dephosphorylate L-type calcium channels and DARPP-32 thereby reducing their 

function (Hernandez-Lopez et al., 2000; Rakhilin et al., 2004).  The βγ subunits of 

G proteins liberated following activation of D2DRs as well as opioid receptors, 

cannabinoid receptors or GABAB receptors may regulate the function of ion 

channels such as G protein-activated inwardly rectifying K+ channels (GIRK) and 

therefore also contribute to D2DR intracellular signaling (Lewohl et al., 1999; 

Cruz et al., 2004; Kobayashi et al., 2004). 
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1-1-4-4. Dopamine and cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein-32 kDa 

 Dopamine and cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein-32 kDa (DARPP-32) is an 

integrator of neurotransmission in dopaminoceptive neurons in multiple brain 

regions.  DARPP-32 was identified initially as a target of D1DR-activated 

adenylyl cyclase in the striatum by Nobel laureate Paul Greengard and his 

colleagues (Walaas et al., 1983).  Immunohistochemical studies demonstrate 

that DARPP-32 is highly expressed in the dorsal striatum, NAc, olfactory 

tubercle, bed nucleus of stria terminalis and portions of the amygdala.  The 

concentration of DARPP-32 in MSNs is around 50 µM (Ouimet et al., 1998).  A 

moderate level of DARPP-32 also appears in the neocortex and hypothalamus, 

whereas a low level of DARPP-32 is present in Purkinje neurons in the 

cerebellum (Ouimet et al., 1984).  DARPP-32 is encoded by a single gene 

(Kurihara et al., 1988; Ehrlich et al., 1990), and the distribution of DARPP-32 

mRNA is consistent with immunohistochemical studies (Schalling et al., 1990).  

Specifically in the ventral and dorsal striatum, DARPP-32 is restricted in MSNs 

but not in cholinergic or GABAergic interneurons (Anderson and Reiner, 1991; 

Ouimet et al., 1998).  At the ultrastructural level, immunoactivity of DARPP-32 

has been observed in most subcellular compartments including cytoplasm, 

dendrites, some nuclei, axons and axon terminals (Ouimet and Greengard, 

1990).  It is well accepted that DARPP-32 functions as a crucial intracellular 

mediator of electrophysiological, biochemical, transcriptional and behavioral 

effects of dopamine (Fienberg et al., 1998).   
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The regulation of DARPP-32 phosphorylation provides a crucial 

mechanism for integrating information received by dopaminoceptive neurons 

such as GABAergic MSNs in the ventral and dorsal striatum.  The function of 

DARPP-32 is regulated by phosphorylation at four sites including Thr34, Thr75, 

S102 and S137.  DARPP-32 is phosphorylated at Thr34 through actions of PKA 

and cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG).  Phosphorylated DARPP-32 at 

Thr34 binds to the active site of protein phosphatase-1 (PP-1) and prevents its 

access to phosphorylated targets such as NMDA receptors (Wang and 

Robinson, 1997; Fienberg et al., 1998).  Cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (Cdk5)-

mediated phosphorylation of DARPP-32 at Thr75 converts DARPP-32 into an 

inhibitor of PKA, reducing the efficacy of dopaminergic signaling (Bibb et al., 

1999).  S102 and S137 are phosphorylated by CK2 and CK1, respectively. 

Phospho-S102-DARPP-32 increases the rate of phosphorylation of Thr34 by 

PKA and phospho-S137-DARPP-32 decreases the rate of PP2B-mediated 

dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32, thereby phosphorylation of 

both sites potentiates D1 signaling through DARPP-32/PP-1 cascade 

(Svenningsson et al., 2004).  Thus, depending on which particular amino acid 

residue is phosphorylated, DARPP-32 functions as either a kinase (PKA) or 

phosphatase (PP-1) inhibitor.  PP-2B and PP-2A are the most effective 

phosphatases in dephosphorylating DARPP-32 at Thr34 and Thr75, respectively.   

The state of DARPP-32 phosphorylation is tonically regulated by 

dopamine receptor activation.  Activation of D1DRs and PKA stimulates the 
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phosphorylation of DARPP-32 at Thr34.  Activation of D2DRs has antagonistic 

effects by inhibiting adenylyl cyclase (direct mechanism) and mobilizing 

intracellular calcium stores via PLC activation thereby increasing 

dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 mediated by Ca2+-dependent 

PP-2B (indirect mechanism) (Nishi et al., 1997; Lindskog et al., 1999; 

Svenningsson et al., 2000; Rakhilin et al., 2004).  Furthermore, by activating PP-

2A, activation of D1DRs decreases the state of DARPP-32 phosphorylation at 

Thr75 thereby removing the inhibitory effects of phospho-Thr75-DARPP-32 on 

PKA and amplifying D1-dopaminergic signaling through a positive feedback loop 

(Nishi et al., 2000).   

The states of DARPP-32 phosphorylation are also regulated by 

glutamatergic and GABAergic transmission onto MSNs.  Glutamate produces 

complex regulation of the level of DARPP-32 phosphorylation (Halpain et al., 

1990; Nishi et al., 2002; Nishi et al., 2005).  Activation of NMDA and AMPA 

receptors induces dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 via Ca2+-

dependent activation of PP-2B.  The increase of intracellular Ca2+ may be 

mediated by calcium influx through NMDA receptors or calcium influx via voltage-

gated calcium channels (VGCCs) induced by depolarization.  Activation of NMDA 

and AMPA receptors also decreases DARPP-32 phosphorylation at Thr75 via 

Ca2+-dependent PP-2A activation, although the mechanism is less well 

characterized.  Since phospho-Thr75-DARPP-32 is a PKA inhibitor, activation of 

ionotropic glutamate receptors may reduce the inhibitory effects of phospho-
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Thr75-DARPP-32 on PKA.  Thus, glutamate signaling may potentiate or depress 

D1DR signaling through the PKA/DARPP-32/PP-1 pathway.  GABAA receptor 

activation increases the phosphorylation of DARPP-32 at Thr34 by inhibiting 

PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation without affecting the activation of PKA 

(Snyder et al., 1994).  The effect of GABAA receptor activation on DARPP-32-

Thr34 is probably mediated by reducing neuronal excitability and decreasing 

Ca2+ influx.  Taken together, the state of DARPP-32 phosphorylation may be 

tonically regulated by both excitatory and inhibitory transmission onto MSNs. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of regulation of DARPP-32 phosphorylation.  
DARPP-32 is phosphorylated at multiple sites including Thr34 by PKA and PKG 
(not shown), Thr75 by CDK5, Ser102 by CK2 and Ser137 by CK1.  Phospho-
Thr34-DARPP-32 is a PP-1 inhibitor and is dephosphorylated by PP-2B.  
Phospho-Thr75-DARPP-32 is a PKA inhibitor and is dephosphorylated by PP-2A.  
Phospho-Ser102-DARPP-32 enhances the rate of phosphorylation at Thr34 by 
PKA. Phospho-Ser137-DARPP-32 decreases PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation 
of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32.  
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1-1-4-5. Regulator of calmodulin signaling 

 Regulator of calmodulin signaling (RCS, formerly termed ARPP-21), a 

cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein (Mr=21 kDa) that is highly enriched in MSNs 

also identified by Greengard and colleagues, amplifies D1DR signaling through 

the DARPP-32/PP-1 pathway (Hemmings and Greengard, 1989; Kurihara et al., 

1989; Ouimet et al., 1989).  RCS is phosphorylated at Ser55 primarily by PKA 

and poorly by PKG and dephosphorylated primarily by PP-1 and PP-2A but not 

by PP-2B (Hemmings and Greengard, 1989; Caporaso et al., 2000).  

Accordingly, activation of D1DRs increases the state of RCS phosphorylation, 

whereas activation of D2DRs has an antagonistic effect (Tsou et al., 1993; 

Caporaso et al., 2000).  Phosphorylation of RCS at Ser55 results in binding of 

the protein to calcium/calmodulin thereby competitively inhibiting the activity of 

calcium/calmodulin-dependent enzymes such as PP-2B and CaMKI.  As a result, 

RCS phosphorylation at Ser55 during activation of D1DRs/PKA decreases 

PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 and thereby 

amplifies D1 signaling (Rakhilin et al., 2004).  Consistent with the physiological 

roles of RCS, RCS knock-out mice have been generated and these mice display 

reduced DARPP-32 phosphorylation at Thr34 in response to activation of D1DRs 

(Rakhilin et al., 2004).   
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1-1-5. The NMDA subtype of glutamate receptors 

The NMDA subtype of glutamate receptors are primary targets of ethanol 

in the brain and involved in long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic transmission 

as well as long-term neuroadaptation induced by exposure to drugs of abuse.  

NMDA receptors are major ionotropic receptors for the primary excitatory 

neurotransmitter in mammalian central nervous system, glutamate.  This section 

will focus on the structure, subunit expression and function of NMDA receptors 

and the contribution of NMDA receptors in mesolimbic structures to the induction 

of LTP and neuroadaptation induced by drug exposure.  

 

1-1-5-1. Receptor structure, subunit expression and function 

A diversity of NMDA receptors displaying differential subunit compositions 

has been identified.  An individual NMDA receptor has four subunits and each 

subunit contains three transmembrane domains (M1, M3 and M4) plus a 

cytoplasm-facing re-entrant membrane loop (M2).  The N-terminus is located 

extracellularly and the C-terminus intracellularly (Dingledine et al., 1999).  M2 is a 

key component of the pore of the NMDA receptor channel (Kupper et al., 1996).  

Three subfamilies of NMDA receptor subunits have been identified and cloned: 

NR1 (Moriyoshi et al., 1991), NR2(A-D) (Kutsuwada et al., 1992; Meguro et al., 

1992; Monyer et al., 1992; Watanabe et al., 1992; Ishii et al., 1993) and NR3(A-

B) (Ciabarra et al., 1995; Sucher et al., 1995; Das et al., 1998).  Each NMDA 

receptor is composed of two NR1 subunits (eight mRNA splicing alternatives of a 
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single gene) and the combination of at least one NR2 subunit (NR2A-NR2D, four 

distinct genes) which contains multiple modulatory sites (Kleckner and 

Dingledine, 1988; Monaghan et al., 1988; Hollmann et al., 1993; Sakurada et al., 

1993; Wollmuth and Sakmann, 1998; Antonov and Johnson, 1999).  

Heterologous co-expression studies indicate that NR1 is an essential subunit of 

NMDA receptors and the functional diversity of native NMDA receptors is a result 

of differential incorporation of NR2A-2D subunits (Ishii et al., 1993; Williams et 

al., 1993; Monyer et al., 1994).  The NR3 subunits have been shown to inhibit the 

function of NR1/NR2-containing NMDA receptors (Ciabarra et al., 1995; Sucher 

et al., 1995; Das et al., 1998; Nishi et al., 2001; Al-Hallaq et al., 2002; Chatterton 

et al., 2002). 

The subunit expression of NMDA receptors is regulated developmentally 

and regionally.  The NR1 subunit expression in rats is low at birth, peaks around 

two to three weeks after birth and then falls to an intermediate level with aging 

(Sheng et al., 1994).  The NR2A subunit expression is absent at birth in the 

cortex and striatum but increases thereafter (Li et al., 1998).  NR2B subunits are 

confined to forebrain structures and expressed at nearly adult levels at birth and 

display peak expression about 2-3 weeks after birth in various brain regions of 

rats, in cultured cortical neurons and in human hippocampus with a similar but 

not identical pattern (Williams et al., 1993; Monyer et al., 1994; Sheng et al., 

1994; Zhong et al., 1994; Portera Cailliau et al., 1996; Wenzel et al., 1997; Law 

et al., 2003).  The NR2C subunits emerge 5 days after birth and remain 
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unchanged thereafter and are primarily expressed in cerebellar granule cells as 

well as neurons in the olfactory bulb, thalamus and inferior colliculus (Portera 

Cailliau et al., 1996).  The NR2D subunits are mainly expressed in midbrain 

structures and display peak expression around one week after birth and then 

display a decrease in expression to adult levels (Monyer et al., 1994).  The NR3A 

subunits are widely expressed whereas the NR3B subunits are mainly restricted 

in motorneurons (Nishi et al., 2001).   

NMDA receptors with different subunit composition display differential 

pharmacological profiles and decay time constants.  For example, ifenprodil, a 

non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist, selectively inhibits the function of 

NR1/NR2B receptors (IC50 = 0.34 µM), but has almost no effect on NR1/NR2A 

receptors (IC50 = 146 µM) in Xenopus oocytes (Williams, 1993).  In contrast to 

non-NMDA glutamate receptors, NMDA receptors have a much slower rise time 

course (for NMDA EPSC: 5-11 msec; for AMPA EPSC: 1-3 msec) and decay 

time course (for NMDA EPSC: tau ~ 100 msec; for AMPA EPSC: 3-15 msec) 

when recorded in the absence of Mg2+ (Hestrin et al., 1990; Sah et al., 1990; 

Perouansky and Yaari, 1993).  NR2A-containing receptors display significantly 

shorter decay time constants than NMDA receptors containing NR2B subunits 

(Hestrin, 1992; Flint et al., 1997; Vicini et al., 1998; Luo et al., 2002).  Thus, the 

function of NMDA receptors is determined to a large extent by the differential 

composition of NR2A and NR2B subunits. 
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The NMDA receptors display unique voltage-dependent sensitivity to 

extracellular Mg2+.  In Mg2+-free solution, glutamate or NMDA induces an almost 

linear current-voltage (I-V) relationship which has a positive slope and a reversal 

potential near 0 mV (Nowak et al., 1984; Ascher et al., 1988).  At resting 

membrane potentials with physiological extracellular Mg2+ (around 1 mM), the 

extracellular opening of the NMDA receptor channel is blocked by Mg2+ ions 

which can be relieved by strong membrane depolarization; therefore, NMDA 

receptors display voltage-dependent Mg2+ blockade (Mayer et al., 1984; Nowak 

et al., 1984).  The I-V curve in the presence of Mg2+ displays a negative slope in 

a range of membrane potentials (from about -70 to -20 mV).  As the membrane 

potential becomes less negative or even positive, the blockade of Mg2+ is 

strongly reduced and the I-V curve displays a linear positive slope with reversal 

potential near 0 mV, a situation similar to that in the absence of extracellular 

Mg2+.  Furthermore, single-channel recordings indicate that Mg2+ reduces the 

open probability of the NMDA receptor channel and this effect increases 

significantly at hyperpolarized membrane potentials (Nowak et al., 1984).   

 

1-1-5-2. NMDA receptor-dependent long-term potentiation 

NMDA receptors are important for use-dependent LTP in various brain 

regions during learning and memory and exposure to various drugs of abuse.  

The Ca2+ influx through the NMDA receptor channels during tetanic stimulation 

causes an increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration and activates 
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Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent kinases and subsequent signaling cascades, 

resulting in AMPA receptor insertion onto the postsynaptic membrane, regulation 

of gene expression and changes of the efficiency of synaptic transmission 

(Malenka, 2003).  Malinow and colleagues have demonstrated NMDA receptor-

dependent AMPA receptor trafficking in hippocampal CA1 neurons after tetanic 

stimulation, which is thought to be a primary mechanism underlying NMDA 

receptor-dependent LTP during spatial learning and memory (Liao et al., 1995; 

Shi et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2001).  More recently, this group has also 

demonstrated that AMPA receptor trafficking onto the postsynaptic membrane in 

vivo is directly correlated with a form of associative learning (Rumpel et al., 

2005).   

 

1-1-5-3. NMDA receptor-dependent synaptic plasticity in the ventral and 

dorsal striatum 

Glutamatergic synapses onto MSNs display both LTP and LTD (long-term 

depression), two opposing forms of long-term synaptic plasticity.  Most of the 

work has been conducted in the corticostriatal pathway, where high frequency 

stimulation induces either LTP or LTD under different conditions (Calabresi et al., 

2000).  Corticostriatal LTP has been shown to be NMDA receptor-dependent and 

requires the activation of D1DR signaling through the DARPP-32/PP-1 pathway 

(Calabresi et al., 2000; Centonze et al., 2001; Kerr and Wickens, 2001).  

Consistent with these findings, this LTP is inhibited by an NMDA receptor 
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antagonist, facilitated by removal of extracellular Mg2+ and is absent in DARPP-

32 knockout mice (Calabresi et al., 2000).  Accordingly, Wickens and colleagues 

showed that either dopamine depletion or application of a D1DR antagonist (SCH 

23390) blocked corticostriatal NMDA receptor-dependent LTP in rats (Kerr and 

Wickens, 2001).  In contrast, D2DRs seem to have no effects or opposing effects 

to the actions of D1DRs during the induction phase of striatal LTP (Calabresi et 

al., 1997; Centonze et al., 2001; Kerr and Wickens, 2001).  Furthermore, a recent 

study discriminated the roles of D1 and D5 receptors in striatal LTP: ablation of 

D1 receptors located on MSNs disrupted corticostriatal LTP, whereas blockade 

of D5 receptors located on nitric oxide-producing interneurons prevented LTD 

(Centonze et al., 2003).   

In contrast, striatal LTD has been shown to be non-NMDA receptor-

dependent and displays a presynaptic mechanism, which requires activation of 

postsynaptic mGluRs, activation of PKG, formation of retrograde 

endocannabinoids and activation of presynaptic CB1 receptors (Calabresi et al., 

2000; Gerdeman et al., 2002; Robbe et al., 2003; Ronesi et al., 2004).  D1DRs 

and D2DRs interact synergistically to allow LTD formation (Centonze et al., 

2001).  Taken together, these findings have significance for understanding the 

roles of dopamine and the mechanisms underlying learning and memory and 

addiction to drugs of abuse in the corticostriatal pathway. 

Synaptic plasticity in the ventral striatum (NAc) has been less well 

characterized and displays similarities to that of the dorsal striatum.  High 
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frequency stimulation induces NMDA receptor-dependent LTP in vitro and in vivo 

preparations (Boeijinga et al., 1993; Pennartz et al., 1993; Mulder et al., 1997; 

Schramm et al., 2002; Li and Kauer, 2004).  Consistent with studies from the 

dorsal striatum, NMDAR-LTP in the NAc is highly facilitated by reducing 

extracellular Mg2+ (Schramm et al., 2002).  LTP induction has been shown to be 

developmentally regulated in the NAc, dorsal striatum and hippocampus (Izumi 

and Zorumski, 1995; Partridge et al., 2000; Schramm et al., 2002).  In contrast to 

the roles of D1DRs during NMDAR-LTP induction in the dorsal striatum, a few 

reports fail to show a positive interaction between D1DRs and NMDAR-LTP in 

the NAc (Pennartz et al., 1993; Li and Kauer, 2004).  Since dopamine-dependent 

potentiation of neuronal firing has been shown in vivo (Floresco et al., 2001, 

2001), the discrepancy may best be explained by the in vitro method used in 

these two studies.   

The NMDAR- and D1DR-dependent LTP likely involves multiple 

mechanisms.  First, activation of D1DRs selectively increased the NMDA 

receptor-mediated component of synaptic transmission which was blocked by the 

selective D1DR antagonist SCH 23390 (Seamans et al., 2001; Wang and 

O'Donnell, 2001; Chen et al., 2004).  Second, activation of D1DRs and PKA 

leads to AMPAR trafficking onto the surface of cultured accumbal MSNs, a 

possible cellular mechanism by which dopamine may promote LTP (Chao et al., 

2002; Mangiavacchi and Wolf, 2004; Wolf et al., 2004), although the effects of 

D1DRs on AMPA receptor trafficking have not been characterized in 
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preparations other than neuronal culture.  Third, a trophic role of dopamine on 

the morphology of MSNs in the NAc has been demonstrated (Meredith et al., 

1995).  Collectively, these studies indicate that the dopamine-glutamate 

interactions at the postsynaptic level may promote NMDAR-LTP.   

 

1-1-5-4. The role of NMDA receptor-dependent LTP during drug exposure 

Drugs of abuse have been thought to usurp the cellular mechanisms of 

LTP and induce enduring cellular alterations in the reward and motivation 

pathways and thereby constitute a key mechanism contributing to drug addiction 

(Nestler, 2001; Kelley, 2004).  A variety of drugs of abuse have been reported to 

induce LTP in the mesolimbic dopamine pathway.  For example, a single in vivo 

administration of commonly abused drugs with different molecular mechanisms 

of action (cocaine, amphetamine, morphine, nicotine and ethanol) induced LTP 

at glutamatergic synapses onto VTA dopamine neurons which was blocked by 

local injection of an NMDA receptor antagonist (Ungless et al., 2001; Saal et al., 

2003).  Also, excitatory drive involving NMDA receptor activation from limbic 

structures targeting the VTA dopamine neurons re-initiated cocaine responding 

(Vorel et al., 2001).  These data suggest that drugs of abuse could induce 

NMDAR-LTP in the mesolimbic pathway which may underlie drug seeking 

behavior.   

The viewpoint that drug exposure induces synaptic potentiation in the 

mesolimbic pathway is further supported by morphological changes of dendritic 
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structures in the NAc of rats showing behavioral sensitization.  Persistent 

structural changes in the dendrites of accumbal MSNs were observed in 

amphetamine, cocaine or nicotine-sensitized rats and included an increase in the 

number of dendritic branches and density of dendritic spines (Robinson and 

Kolb, 1997, 1999; Brown and Kolb, 2001; Robinson and Kolb, 2004).  Although 

the link between such dendritic changes and behavioral sensitization remains 

unclear, some evidence suggests that the structural plasticity in the NAc is 

associated with the induction of psychostimulant-induced behavioral sensitization 

(i.e., the degree of behavioral sensitization is positively correlated with the spine 

density) (Li et al., 2004).   

These kinds of structural changes are similar to NMDAR-dependent 

synaptic potentiation in the hippocampus and cortex during learning and memory 

in rodents and postulated to be induced by activating nerve terminals following 

NMDAR activation (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Nestler, 2001; Yuste and 

Bonhoeffer, 2001).  Correspondingly, elevated glutamate transmission in the NAc 

in cocaine sensitized rats (Pierce et al., 1996) and increased glutamate release 

from prefrontal cortex in cocaine primed reinstatement have been observed (Park 

et al., 2002; McFarland et al., 2003).  Furthermore, drugs of abuse may increase 

the threshold to induce LTD at glutamatergic synapses onto accumbal MSNs 

thereby facilitating synaptic potentiation.  For example, exogenous cannabinoids 

blocks endocannabinoid-dependent LTD (eCB-LTD) in the NAc suggesting that 

inhibition of the ability to induce LTD may facilitate the addictivie process to 
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marijuana (Hoffman et al., 2003; Robbe et al., 2003).  Taken together, these 

studies suggest that an enhancement of glutamatergic synaptic transmission in 

the mesolimbic structures may contribute to the development of drug addiction.  

In contrast,  Malenka and colleagues observed LTD of excitatory synaptic 

transmission onto accumbal MSNs in cocaine sensitized mice by measuring the 

ratio of AMPA receptor-mediated and NMDA receptor-mediated components of 

EPSCs (Thomas et al., 2001).  However, there are some problems with this 

study.  First, these recordings were made in the absence of the drug (cocaine), 

which indicates that LTD may be related to cocaine withdrawal.  Second, the 

ability to induce synaptic potentiation could be significantly reduced in an in vitro 

slice preparation, since MSNs stay at the hyperpolarized down state of a bistable 

membrane potential and display reduced excitability in vitro (O'Donnell and 

Grace, 1995).  Third, this study was made in the presence of a GABAA 

antagonist which may artificially modulate the balance of LTP vs LTD induction.   

 

1-2. The effects of dopamine on neuronal excitability in the nucleus 

accumbens 

Dopamine plays an important role in regulating the excitability of accumbal 

MSNs.  As described earlier, accumbal MSNs are normally quiescent and only 

fire action potentials during the up state of the membrane potential (maintained 

by glutamatergic inputs from the cortex and thalamus and gated by hippocampal 

inputs) but not during the down state (“clamped” by the dendritic potassium 
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channels) (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996; O'Donnell et al., 1999).  In the past, it 

was thought that dopamine inhibited the excitability of dopaminoceptive neurons 

such as MSNs in the ventral and dorsal striatum and pyramidal neurons in the 

PFC.  For example, ionophoretic application of a D1 agonist dose-dependently 

inhibited exogenous glutamate-induced firing of MSNs in the NAc in vivo 

(Cepeda et al., 1993; Fienberg et al., 1998).  However, recent progress suggests 

that dopamine has heterogeneous effects on different subpopulations of MSNs in 

the NAc.  Dopamine enhances the excitability of MSNs that receive highly 

concurrent glutamatergic inputs and decreases the excitability of those receiving 

less concurrent inputs and thereby facilitates information processing in accumbal 

MSNs by increasing the “signal-to-noise” ratio (Nicola et al., 2000; Hjelmstad, 

2004).  This review will focus on the effects of D1DRs on the excitability of 

accumbal MSNs through actions on voltage-gated ion channels, postsynaptic 

ionotropic receptors and the machinery of neurotransmitter release. 

 

1-2-1. The effects of dopamine on the function of voltage-gated ion 

channels 

The activation of D1DRs has differential effects on sodium channels in 

different brain regions.  In striatal neurons, bath application of D1DR agonists 

reduces neuronal excitability by increasing the threshold for generating action 

potentials under current-clamp conditions (Schiffmann et al., 1995).  Under 

voltage-clamp conditions, activation of D1DRs reduces the peak amplitude of 
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whole-cell sodium currents (Schiffmann et al., 1995; Fienberg et al., 1998; 

Schiffmann et al., 1998).  Mechanistic studies indicate that the suppression of 

sodium currents is mediated by activating D1DR signaling through the 

PKA/DARPP-32 pathway (Schiffmann et al., 1995; Schiffmann et al., 1998).  In 

contrast, application of dopamine or D1DR agonists increases the excitability of 

PFC neurons by enhancing the duration of sodium currents (Yang and Seamans, 

1996).  In the NAc, dopamine effects on voltage-gated sodium currents are not 

fully characterized and seem to exert similar effects on neuronal excitability as 

those displayed in the dorsal striatum.  However, it is important to note that the 

intracellular recordings described above were made in brain slices, when MSNs 

display less excitability by residing at the hyperpolarized down state (O'Donnell 

and Grace, 1995).  The effects of dopamine on sodium channels during the 

depolarized up state remain unclear.  Taken together, the activation of D1DRs 

may stabilize MSNs by inhibiting the function of sodium channels when those 

neurons are in the down state.   

The activation of D1DRs increases the excitability of MSNs in the up state 

by enhancing L-type Ca2+ channels.  Accumbal MSNs only fire when in the up 

state (O'Donnell and Grace, 1995).  In vivo intracellular recordings indicate that 

blockade of L-type Ca2+ channels significantly reduced the duration of bursting 

and the frequency of up-state spikes induced by exogenous glutamate 

application onto accumbal MSNs (Cooper and White, 2000).  Furthermore, 

activation of D1DRs had differential effects on neuronal excitability through 
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actions on L-type Ca2+ channels when neurons were held at different membrane 

potentials.  Hernandez-Lopez and colleagues demonstrated that activation of 

D1DRs increased firing of MSNs at slightly depolarized membrane potentials in 

response to cortical afferent stimulation but decreased evoked discharge when 

neurons were held at more negative potentials (Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997).  

Consistent with previous studies, the enhancement of neuronal excitability 

induced by D1DR agonists at depolarized potentials was blocked by L-type 

calcium antagonists (Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997).  Therefore, dopamine 

exerts state-dependent regulation of neuronal excitability and only increases 

firing of accumbal MSNs at the up state of membrane potential through actions 

on L-type calcium channels. 

 

1-2-2. The effects of dopamine on neurotransmitter release 

Two methods are often used to verify the effects of a drug on 

neurotransmitter release: 1) by analyzing changes in the frequency of quantal 

miniature synaptic currents (e.g., changes in the frequency of mEPSCs or 

mIPSCs positively correlate to changes in the release probability); 2) by 

analyzing the effects of the drug on the ratio of amplitudes induced by a pair of 

electrical stimulation delivered at certain brief inter-stimulus intervals.  When two 

pulses are given in a short interval (usually 50 to 100 msec), the neurotransmitter 

release probability to the second pulse is altered and usually increased in the 

presence of Ca2+ (Zucker, 1989).  The ratio of the second response to the first 
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(termed the ratio of paired-pulse facilitation) is inversely correlated with the 

release probability.  The greater the ratio, the stronger inhibitory effects on 

release probability the drug exerts.   

Dopamine produces an inhibitory effect on neurotransmitter release.  

Accumbal MSNs receive both glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs and both 

EPSPs and IPSPs have been demonstrated in response to local or afferent 

stimulation (Brady and O'Donnell, 2004; Matthews et al., 2004).  Numerous 

studies suggest that dopamine inhibits release of both glutamate and GABA into 

the NAc.  Dopamine increases the ratio of paired-pulse facilitation at both 

glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses onto accumbal MSNs through 

presynaptic effects of D1DRs (Pennartz et al., 1992; Nicola et al., 1996; Nicola 

and Malenka, 1997).  Consistent with paired-pulse facilitation studies, dopamine 

significantly decreases the frequency of spontaneous mEPSCs and mIPSCs in 

the NAc by presynaptic effects of D1DRs without affecting the amplitudes of 

these miniature currents (Nicola and Malenka, 1997).  Interestingly, Harvey and 

colleagues demonstrated that the activation of PKA seems not involved in the 

effects of D1DRs on glutamate release (Harvey and Lacey, 1996) and that 

postsynaptic interactions between NMDA receptors and D1DRs and the release 

of adenosine may be related (Harvey and Lacey, 1997). 

The activation of D1DRs enhances excitability of accumbal MSNs by 

differential inhibition of neurotransmitter release.  Since dopamine inhibits both 

excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmissions onto accumbal MSNs, the overall 
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effects of dopamine on the excitability of MSNs are complex and may be 

excitatory due to the differential inhibition of glutamatergic and GABAergic 

transmission.  Neurons in the PFC and VTA burst during various phases of goal-

directed behaviors (Schultz et al., 2000; Cooper, 2002).  Therefore, accumbal 

neurons receive bursting innervation from these brain regions.  This observation 

raises two questions: how do bursts of activity affect neurotransmitter release 

and what are the effects of dopamine during bursting activity?   

Recent information has shed new light onto these questions.  In vivo 

intracellular recordings revealed that D1DR antagonists significantly reduced the 

excitability of striatal MSNs, suggesting that the ongoing activation of D1DRs 

enhances neuronal excitability (West and Grace, 2002).  Additionally, recently 

Hjelmstad elegantly demonstrated that both excitatory and inhibitory synapses 

responded to bursts of activity with short-term depression and that dopamine 

inhibited the release of both glutamate and GABA during bursting activity which 

mimicked that of pyramidal neurons of the PFC (Hjelmstad, 2004).  Surprisingly, 

dopaminergic inhibition of the release of GABA persisted throughout the burst of 

activity, whereas the inhibition of glutamate release was only observed earlier in 

the train of stimulation.  Consistent with previous studies, this differential 

dopaminergic inhibition was antagonized by D1 antagonists but not D2 

antagonists (Hjelmstad, 2004).  Therefore, activation of D1DRs may produce net 

increase in excitatory synaptic transmission onto MSNs during the afferent 

bursting, thereby enhancing neuronal excitability.  Taken together, these studies 
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suggest that dopamine enhances the firing of accumbal MSNs through 

differential inhibition of glutamate and GABA release in a D1DR-dependent 

manner.  

  

1-2-3. The effects of dopamine on AMPA receptor function 

A fairly extensive literature indicates that activation of D1DRs reduces the 

function of AMPA receptors in the NAc.  Bath application of dopamine decreases 

the amplitude of AMPA EPSPs in the NAc in response to hippocampal or 

amygdaloid afferent stimulation and D1DR antagonists block the effects of 

dopamine (Charara and Grace, 2003).  The presynaptic inhibitory effects of 

dopamine contribute at least in part to the inhibition by dopamine on the 

amplitude of AMPA EPSPs.  To dissect the presynaptic effects of D1DRs from 

possible direct inhibition of the function of AMPA receptors, glutamate and D1DR 

agonists were co-applied near the recorded cell by iontophoresis during in vivo 

recordings.  D1DR agonists produced a dose-dependent inhibition of glutamate-

induced responses in the NAc in vivo (White et al., 1995; Fienberg et al., 1998).  

Consistent with studies in the NAc, in vivo iontophoretic application of dopamine 

into the neostriatum significantly attenuated glutamate or non-NMDA agonist-

induced responses (Cepeda et al., 1993).  These data indicate that activation of 

D1DRs decreases the function of AMPA receptors on MSNs.  In contrast, 

Umemiya and colleagues demonstrated that the D1DR agonist SKF 38393 dose-

dependently potentiated synaptically evoked AMPA EPSCs but had no effects on 
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AMPA-induced currents in striatal slices (Umemiya and Raymond, 1997).  Thus, 

activation of D1DRs decreases the function of AMPA receptors on accumbal 

MSNs and produces complex effects on AMPA receptor function in the dorsal 

striatum.  

Conversely, in cultured MSNs from the NAc, several reports suggest the 

opposite finding that activation of D1DRs increases AMPA receptor function and 

enhances surface expression of AMPA receptors thereby predisposing accumbal 

MSNs toward excitation.  Brief activation of D1DRs increased the rate of AMPAR 

trafficking onto the surface of cultured MSNs by increasing GluR1 

phosphorylation in a PKA dependent manner (Chao et al., 2002; Chao et al., 

2002; Mangiavacchi and Wolf, 2004).  Single channel recordings demonstrated 

that PKA increased the open probability of AMPA receptors through 

phosphorylation of GluR1 at Ser845 (Banke et al., 2000).  Wolf and colleagues 

demonstrated that GluR1-AMPARs were mainly inserted into the extrasynaptic 

sites instead of the postsynaptic membrane, but the exact mechanisms are not 

well understood (Wolf et al., 2004).  Lateral movement of AMPA receptors into 

synaptic sites induced by activation of synaptic NMDAR receptors has been 

observed in hippocampal neurons (Passafaro et al., 2001) and may occur in 

accumbal MSNs as well.  It is not clear whether activation of D1DRs produces 

the same effects on AMPA receptor trafficking under in vivo conditions.  Taken 

together, activation of D1DRs may increase glutamatergic synaptic transmission 
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and sustain the up state by increasing the number and function of AMPA 

receptors on the cell surface.   

 

1-2-4. The effects of dopamine on NMDA receptor function 

In contrast to AMPA receptors, numerous studies clearly indicate that 

dopamine enhances NMDA receptor function through activation of D1DRs.  

Activation of D1DRs enhanced NMDA-evoked postsynaptic inward currents as 

well as isolated native NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic currents in the NAc 

(Harvey and Lacey, 1997; Snyder et al., 1998).  Similar dopaminergic effects on 

NMDA receptor function were also observed in the dorsal striatum and PFC.  

Iontophoretic application of dopamine into the neostriatum potentiated NMDA-

induced responses (Cepeda et al., 1993).  In dissociated striatal and PFC 

neurons, D1DR agonists dose-dependently enhanced NMDA-induced 

responses.  The effects of D1DR agonists were mimicked by PP-1 inhibitors and 

were significantly reduced in DARPP-32 KO mice (Seamans et al., 2001; Wang 

and O'Donnell, 2001; Flores-Hernandez et al., 2002; Gonzalez-Islas and Hablitz, 

2003; Chen et al., 2004; Tseng and O'Donnell, 2004).  Furthermore, Seamans 

and colleagues demonstrated that in the PFC slices, D1DR agonists enhanced 

depolarization induced by tetanic stimulation by summating NMDA receptor-

mediated components of EPSPs (Seamans et al., 2001).  Taken together, these 

data indicate that activation of D1DRs potentiates NMDA receptor function.   
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Activation of D1DRs may potentiate NMDA receptor function by regulating 

NR1 phosphorylation through the DARPP-32/PP-1 signaling pathway.  NMDA 

receptor function was enhanced by activation of PKA (Cerne et al., 1993; Raman 

et al., 1996) or inhibition of PP-1 (Lieberman and Mody, 1994; Wang et al., 1994; 

Blank et al., 1997).  PKA-dependent phosphorylation of NR1 subunits at Ser897 

enhanced NMDA receptor-mediated currents in spinal cord motor neurons, HEK 

293 cells and hippocampal CA1 neurons (Cerne et al., 1993; Raman et al., 1996; 

Westphal et al., 1999).  Additionally, several investigators reported that PP-1 

decreased the opening probability of single NMDA receptor channel and that 

inhibition of PP-1 activity by phosphatase inhibitors prolonged the duration of 

single NMDA channel opening and enhanced NMDA-induced currents 

(Lieberman and Mody, 1994; Wang et al., 1994).  Consistent with the previous 

studies, Blank and colleagues demonstrated the importance of DARPP-32, the 

endogenous protein phosphatase inhibitor, in regulating NMDA receptor function.  

In oocytes selectively expressing rat hippocampal poly(A)+ mRNAs, stimulation of 

PKA had no effects on NMDA responses, but addition of RNAs for DARPP-32 

potentiated NMDA responses induced by stimulation of PKA.  Correspondingly, 

in oocytes selectively expressing rat striatal poly(A)+ mRNAs, activation of PKA 

potentiated NMDA responses and this effect was blocked by PP-1 inhibitor 

(calyculin A) or antisense oligodeoxynucleotides against DARPP-32 (Blank et al., 

1997).  Finally, Snyder and colleagues demonstrated that activation of D1DRs 

increased the phosphorylation of NR1 at Ser897 in NAc slices and that this 
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D1DR-dependent phosphorylation of NR1 was absent in DARPP-32 KO mice 

(Snyder et al., 1998).  Taken together, activation of D1DRs may increase the 

function of NMDA receptors by enhancing the NR1 phosphorylation through 

DARPP-32/PP-1 pathway.   

In contrast, Malenka and colleagues reported that in the dorsal striatum, 

dopamine had no effect on NMDA EPSPs (Nicola and Malenka, 1998).  It is 

important to note that this study was made at room temperature and therefore 

the synergistic enzymatic effects of PKA and DARPP-32 on NMDAR 

phosphorylation at NR1 subunits (Ser897) may be significantly reduced or absent 

under such conditions.  

 

1-2-5. The effects of dopamine on GABAA receptor function 

Evidence also indicates that activation of D1DRs may increase neuronal 

excitability by inhibiting the function of GABAA receptors on MSNs.  Accumbal 

MSNs receive multiple inhibitory inputs arising from a small population of 

interneurons, mutual inhibition between local MSNs, recurrent axon collaterals 

and reciprocal GABAergic inhibition between the NAc and VTA (Shi and Rayport, 

1994; Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Van Bockstaele and Pickel, 1995; Carr and 

Sesack, 2000; Taverna et al., 2004).  Activation of D1DRs decreased GABAA 

receptor-mediated currents induced by exogenous GABA application in acutely 

dissociated striatal MSNs via PKA-dependent phosphorylation of GABAA 

receptor subunits (Flores-Hernandez et al., 2000; Flores-Hernandez et al., 2002).  
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Furthermore, Taverna and colleagues demonstrated that D1DR agonists 

decreased competitive inhibition between pairs of accumbal MSNs (Taverna et 

al., 2004).  Thus, dopamine may attenuate competitive interactions of 

neighboring MSNs and thereby enhance neuronal excitability of ensembles of the 

NAc.  Therefore, activation of D1DRs may predispose accumbal MSNs toward 

excitation by inhibiting the function of postsynaptic GABAA receptors in individual 

MSNs and enhancing the excitability of ensembles of the NAc by attenuation of 

competitive inhibition between local MSNs.   

 

1-2-6. Single-unit recordings of medium spiny neurons of the nucleus 

accumbens 

Single-unit recordings reveal complex effects of D1DR activation on MSN 

firing.  Numerous studies indicate that dopamine potentiates the firing of 

accumbal MSNs by activating D1DRs.  For example, chemical stimulation of the 

VTA excited most of the MSNs in the NAc and potentiated excitatory responses 

induced by hippocampal stimulation which was blocked by application of D1DR 

antagonists (Gonon and Sundstrom, 1996).  Furthermore, tetanic stimulation of 

the hippocampus or basolateral amygdala potentiated firing activity of accumbal 

neurons which was abolished by D1DR but not D2DR antagonists (Floresco et 

al., 2001, 2001).  When low levels of dopamine were applied iontophoretically to 

the ventral or dorsal striatum of awake, unrestrained rats, the glutamate-induced 
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responses were enhanced relative to background activity (Gonon, 1997; Rebec, 

1998).   

Contradictory results had been reported in earlier studies.  For example, 

iontophoretically applied dopamine or endogenous dopamine induced by 

stimulating the VTA suppressed firing of accumbal MSNs in response to 

stimulating afferent structures such as the amygdala and hippocampus (Yim and 

Mogenson, 1982; DeFrance et al., 1985).  The discrepancy could be a result of 

recording from different populations of accumbal MSNs.  Recently, Fields and 

colleagues demonstrated the presence of heterogeneous MSNs in the NAc.  

Two-thirds of neurons responded to incentive reinforcers with a decreased firing 

rate whereas the remainder displayed the opposite response although the 

subregions of these MSNs were not discriminated (Taha and Fields, 2005).  

Finally, the selective expression patterns of dopamine receptor subtypes, as 

observed in the shell (primarily D1DRs) and core (primarily D2DRs) subregions, 

may contribute to the complex effects of dopamine on excitability of accumbal 

MSNs (Robertson and Jian, 1995; Lu et al., 1997; Lu et al., 1998).  Taken 

together, single unit recordings reveal complex effects of dopamine on neuronal 

excitability which may be related to the heterogeneity of accumbal MSNs.   

 

1-3. Ethanol and NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission 

NMDA receptors mediate the excitatory synaptic transmission in the brain 

and are major targets of ethanol (Hoffman et al., 1989; Lovinger et al., 1989; 
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Morrisett and Swartzwelder, 1993; Grant and Lovinger, 1995).  Alterations of 

NMDA receptor function have been implicated in various aspects of ethanol-

induced neuroadaptation such as ethanol dependence, amnesia, withdrawal 

seizures and neurotoxicity (Liljequist, 1991; Morrisett, 1994; Bhave and Hoffman, 

1997; Thomas et al., 1998; Crews et al., 1999; Napiorkowska-Pawlak et al., 

2000; Thomas and Morrisett, 2000; Kotlinska, 2001).  While it is currently 

believed that the up-regulation of NMDA receptors induced by chronic ethanol 

exposure causes ethanol withdrawal seizures (Morrisett et al., 1990; Morrisett, 

1994; Trevisan et al., 1994; Follesa and Ticku, 1995; Thomas et al., 1998; 

Wirkner et al., 1999), this review will focus on the acute effects of ethanol on 

NMDA receptor function.   

 

1-3-1. The acute effects of ethanol on NMDA receptor function 

Ethanol at the blood-alcohol concentration (BAC) commonly associated 

with a significant amount of intoxication in humans (20-50 mM; legal intoxication 

in most states 0.08% (80mg/100ml blood, 17.4 mM) dose-dependently and 

preferentially inhibits NMDA receptors (IC50 ~50 mM) in comparison with 

AMPA/kainate receptors (IC50 over 100 mM) in a variety of brain regions 

including the NAc, amygdala, hippocampus, cortex, thalamus, cerebellum, 

substantia nigra and VTA (Lovinger et al., 1989; Nie et al., 1994; Yang et al., 

1996; Calton et al., 1998; Li et al., 2002; Criswell et al., 2003; Hendricson et al., 

2004).   
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NMDA receptors with different receptor subunit composition display 

different ethanol sensitivity and a large literature indicates that NR2B-containing 

receptors display the greatest ethanol sensitivity.  Recombinant studies in 

Xenopus oocytes indicate that 25 mM ethanol produced nearly maximal inhibition 

of NMDA-induced currents mediated by NR1/2B recombinant receptors and 50 

or 100 mM ethanol produced effects which were not significantly different from 

that of 25 mM ethanol (Masood et al., 1994).  NR1/2A recombinant receptors 

displayed dose-dependent inhibition by ethanol ranging from 25 to 100 mM 

(Masood et al., 1994; Mirshahi and Woodward, 1995).  NR1/2C-containing 

receptors were significantly inhibited only by 100 mM ethanol, whereas NR1 

homomeric receptors did not display significant sensitivity to ethanol at 100 mM 

(Masood et al., 1994).  Finally, the addition of a NR2A subunit into any other 

combination (NR1/2B or NR1/2C) does not significantly alter receptor sensitivity 

to ethanol (Mirshahi and Woodward, 1995).  

The sensitivity of native NMDA receptors to acute ethanol varies with brain 

regions.  For example, ethanol potently inhibits the function of NMDA receptors in 

the hippocampus, cerebellum and nucleus accumbens (Hoffman et al., 1989; 

Martin et al., 1991; Hoffman et al., 1994; Nie et al., 1994; Snell et al., 1994; 

Valenzuela et al., 1998) but produces less effects on NMDA responses in the 

inferior colliculus in 2 week-old rats (Allgaier, 2002).  The regional difference of 

ethanol sensitivity could be explained by developmentally-regulated subunit 

composition of NMDA receptors in different brain regions (NR2C expression 
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increases whereas the expression of NR2A or NR2B decreases at this age in the 

inferior colliculus of rats) (Wenzel et al., 1997; Allgaier et al., 2001).  Consistent 

with these developmental changes in subunit expression, NMDA receptors in rat 

cultured mesencephalic neurons display a developmental loss of sensitivity to 

ethanol or ifenprodil, a non-competitive NMDAR antagonist with high selectivity 

for NR2B-NMDA receptors (Allgaier, 2002).   

A fairly strong literature indicates that the state of phosphorylation of 

NMDA receptors regulates NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  NMDA 

receptors are phosphorylated by a variety of kinases (Dingledine et al., 1999).  

Fyn tyrosine kinase has been demonstrated to be particularly important for 

regulating NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  Moon and colleagues reported 

that NR2B subunits were the major tyrosine-phosphorylated targets in the 

postsynaptic density (PSD) (Moon et al., 1994).  Several investigators 

demonstrated that ethanol administration enhanced Fyn-mediated 

phosphorylation of NR2B subunits in hippocampal neurons which was correlated 

with an acute tolerance to ethanol inhibition of synaptic NMDA responses 

(Miyakawa et al., 1997; Yaka et al., 2003).  PKA and PKC phosphorylated NR1 

at Ser897 and Ser890, respectively (Dingledine et al., 1999).  Several 

investigators reported that PKA and PKC potentiated NMDA receptor function 

(Cerne et al., 1993; Raymond et al., 1994; Leonard and Hell, 1997; Zheng et al., 

1997; Westphal et al., 1999).  Li and Kendig reported that tyrosine kinase and 

PKC were involved in NMDAR-mediated hyperexcitability during ethanol 
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withdrawal in spinal cord motor neurons (Li and Kendig, 2003).  Little is known 

about the role of PKA in regulating NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.   

The inhibitory effects of ethanol on NMDA receptor function are also 

regulated by the extracellular concentration of Mg2+.  At resting membrane 

potentials, the NMDA receptor channel is blocked by Mg2+ ion.  Several labs 

have reported that ethanol produces a reduced inhibitory effect on NMDA 

receptor function at reduced Mg2+ concentrations, although the mechanisms 

underlying the interaction between ethanol and Mg2+ are unclear.  For example, 

ethanol produces more inhibition of NMDA-induced depolarization, NMDA 

receptor-mediated population excitatory postsynaptic potentials (pEPSPs) and 

NMDA EPSCs in the presence of 1 mM Mg2+ than 0 Mg2+, evidenced by a shift in 

the IC50 of ethanol from about 50 mM with Mg2+ to above 100 mM without Mg2+ 

(Martin et al., 1991; Morrisett et al., 1991; Calton et al., 1998).  Interestingly, the 

interaction of ethanol and Mg2+ on NMDA receptor function coincides with the 

hypomagnesemia that occurs in chronic alcoholism (Michaelis and Michaelis, 

1994; Stasiukyniene, 2002).   

Although the exact sites of ethanol action on NMDA receptor remain 

unclear, most studies indicate that ethanol exerts its actions by directly inhibiting 

the NMDA receptor channel.  Single-channel analysis by using outside-out 

patches demonstrated that high concentration of ethanol (IC50 174±23 mM with 

very low concentration of Mg2+ ~0.4 µM) decreased the channel open probability 

(by 31%) and mean open time (by 28%) of NMDA-activated currents without 
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affecting open channel conductance (Wright et al., 1996).  The ethanol effects at 

high concentration were confirmed by other studies.  Lima-Landman and 

Albuquerque showed that ethanol (86.5-174 mM) decreased both the channel 

open probability and mean open time, whereas a very low concentration of 

ethanol (1.74-8.65 mM) increased the probability of channel opening without 

affecting the mean channel open time (Lima-Landman and Albuquerque, 1989).  

Furthermore, the degrees of ethanol-induced inhibition of NMDA currents are not 

significantly different between whole-cell recordings and single-channel 

recordings using outside-out patches (Wright et al., 1996) thereby suggesting the 

sites of ethanol action on NMDA receptors are likely directly on receptor channel 

protein.  In addition, the interaction between ethanol and Mg2+ on NMDA receptor 

function suggests that the action sites of ethanol may be in the vicinity of Mg2+-

binding site on NMDA receptor channel (Martin et al., 1991; Morrisett et al., 1991; 

Calton et al., 1998).  Finally, other investigators demonstrated that ethanol did 

not inhibit NMDA receptor function in inside-out membrane patches thereby 

indicating that the site of ethanol action is only accessible from the extracellular 

environment (Peoples and Stewart, 2000).   

 Ethanol may inhibit NMDA receptor function by acting on specific amino 

acid residues on transmembrane domains of this receptor.  Woodward and 

colleagues demonstrated that amino acids on M3 domain of NR1 subunits may 

be involved in regulating agonist binding therefore affecting ethanol action on 

NMDA receptor function.  The phenylalanine residues on M3 of NR1 subunits 
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seem particularly important and may be related to channel gating.  Mutagenesis 

of phenylalanine to alanine (F639A) on NR1 M3 domain reduced ethanol 

inhibition of NMDA receptor function in oocytes and HEK 293 cells (Ronald et al., 

2001).  However, this does not explain the higher ethanol sensitivity of NR2B-

containing NMDA receptors (Masood et al., 1994; Mirshahi and Woodward, 

1995).  

 

1-3-2. The acute effects of ethanol on glutamate release 

In addition to the direct inhibitory effects on postsynaptic NMDA receptor 

function, ethanol has been shown to inhibit depolarization-induced glutamate 

release in the hippocampus.  Martin and Swartzwelder reported a direct dose-

dependent inhibition of ethanol on glutamate release induced by high K+ in 

hippocampal slice (Martin and Swartzwelder, 1992).  This ethanol inhibition on 

glutamate release was verified by other investigators and adenosine A1 

receptors seemed involved in this process suggesive an indirect effect of ethanol 

on glutamate release (Reynolds and Brien, 1995; Butters et al., 2001).  

Recordings of miniature EPSCs in acute brain slices were often used to 

investigate the acute effects of ethanol on glutamate release and on postsynaptic 

glutamate receptor function simultaneously.  By using this method, changes in 

the frequency of miniature synaptic events reflect the effects of ethanol on 

glutamate release whereas changes in the amplitude of events reveal the effects 

of ethanol on postsynaptic receptor function.  Hendricson showed that ethanol 
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dose-dependently inhibited the amplitude, frequency and decay kinetics of 

NMDA mEPSCs in hippocampal slices, suggesting that ethanol produces 

complex effects on both pre- and post-synaptic sites (Hendricson et al., 2004).  In 

addition, Maldve and colleagues demonstrated that ethanol reduced synaptic 

vesicular release elicited by depolarization in intact hippocampal slices by using 

confocal microscopy for real-time measurement of vesicular release labeled with 

the lipophilic dye, FM1-43.  The ethanol effect on glutamate release was further 

confirmed by recordings of AMPA mEPSCs in intact hippocampal slices as well 

(Maldve et al., 2004).  Inhibitory effects of ethanol on the frequency of NMDAR- 

and non-NMDAR-mediated mEPSCs were also observed in spinal cord motor 

neurons (Ziskind-Conhaim et al., 2003). 

Ethanol also inhibits glutamate release in the NAc.  Siggins and 

colleagues observed that ethanol reduced EPSPs but not responses induced by 

non-NMDA glutamate agonists at normal resting membrane potentials in NAc 

slices suggesting ethanol exerts inhibitory effects on glutamate release in the 

NAc (Nie et al., 1994).  However, in the central nucleus of amygdala, these 

investigators observed that acute exposure to ethanol increased Glu release only 

following chronic exposure to ethanol, thereby suggesting that regionally distinct 

direct and/or neuroadaptive effects of ethanol on presynaptic function exist 

(Roberto et al., 2004).  Taken together, these reports strongly indicate that 

ethanol inhibits NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission through 
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inhibition of glutamate release in addition to the direct inhibitory effects on NMDA 

receptor function.   

 

1-3-3. The effects of ethanol on NMDAR-LTP 

Ethanol significantly and reversibly inhibits several forms of NMDA 

receptor-dependent LTP in multiple brain regions.  For instance, ethanol inhibited 

LTP in the hippocampal slice (Sinclair and Lo, 1986; Blitzer et al., 1990), the bed 

nucleus of the stria terminalis slices (Weitlauf et al., 2004), the dentate gyrus 

induced by theta burst stimulation (Morrisett and Swartzwelder, 1993; Givens 

and McMahon, 1995) and LTP induced by bath application of the K+ channel 

blocker, tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA) (Zhang and Morrisett, 1993).  

Ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor accounts for most of its inhibition on 

NMDAR-LTP (Morrisett and Swartzwelder, 1993; Schummers et al., 1997; 

Schummers and Browning, 2001).  Furthermore, the effects of ethanol on NMDA 

receptor-dependent LTP are regulated developmentally since NMDAR-LTP in 

adolescent hippocampus displays a greater degree of sensitivity to ethanol 

(Swartzwelder et al., 1995; Pyapali et al., 1999).  The greater ethanol sensitivity 

of NMDAR-LTP in young animals may be explained by the developmental 

regulation of expression of NR2B subunits which display greater ethanol 

sensitivity (Allgaier, 2002) and peak expression about 2-3 weeks after birth in 

rats (Williams et al., 1993; Monyer et al., 1994; Sheng et al., 1994; Portera 

Cailliau et al., 1996; Wenzel et al., 1997).   
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The acute effects of ethanol on NMDAR-LTP in the mesolimbic dopamine 

pathway have not been characterized.  However, there is one report related to 

the chronic effects of ethanol on NMDAR-LTP in the striatum.  Yamamoto and 

colleagues reported that high frequency stimulation induced NMDAR-LTP in the 

dorsal striatum in ethanol withdrawn rats while LTD was induced in ethanol naïve 

rats suggesting that glutamatergic synaptic transmission might be enhanced 

during chronic ethanol treatment in mesolimbic structures (Yamamoto et al., 

1999).  Therefore, acute and chronic ethanol treatment may produce opposing 

effects on NMDAR-LTP in the mesolimbic pathway.   

 

1-3-4. NMDA receptors and ethanol reinforcement 

 Extensive evidence indicates that NMDA receptors play an important role 

in ethanol reinforcement.  Koob and colleagues directly demonstrated that 

microinjection of NMDA receptor antagonist APV into the NAc suppressed 

ethanol intake (Rassnick et al., 1992).  Studies using systemic administration of 

NMDA receptor antagonists also indicate the importance of NMDA receptors in 

ethanol reinforcement.  Shelton and Balster showed that selective NMDA 

receptor antagonists substantially suppressed ethanol responding in ethanol 

discrimination test (Shelton and Balster, 1994).  Biala and Kotlinska showed that 

NMDA receptor antagonists blocked conditioned place preference related to 

ethanol (Biala and Kotlinska, 1999).  Camarini and colleagues reported that the 

NMDA receptor channel blocker MK-801 blocked ethanol-induced behavioral 
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sensitization in mice (Camarini et al., 2000) which was further confirmed in 

another independent study (Broadbent et al., 2003).  These data suggest that 

NMDA receptors, particularly those in the NAc, are crucial for ethanol intake.   

In contrast, Carlezon and Wise showed that rats will self-administer NMDA 

receptor antagonists into the NAc in a dopamine-independent manner suggesting 

that multiple mechanisms may exist in brain reward (Carlezon and Wise, 1996).  

In addition, a drug discrimination study indicated that NMDA receptor antagonists 

could substitute for ethanol suggesting ethanol-induced inhibition of NMDA 

receptors in the NAc may be reinforcing (Grant et al., 1991; Kostowski and 

Bienkowski, 1999).  However, such findings are very limited and often 

contradictory.  Hunt and colleagues reported that NMDA receptor antagonists 

may exert inhibitory effects on glutamate release into the NAc and that D2/D4 

receptors may be involved (Hunt et al., 2005).  In contrast, Chartoff and 

colleagues reported that dopamine was not required for locomotor and molecular 

effects of NMDA receptor antagonists and that glutamatergic transmission into 

the striatum was enhanced following administration of NMDA receptor 

antagonists (Chartoff et al., 2005).  Most importantly, multiple studies have 

demonstrated that accumbal NMDA receptors are crucial for ethanol 

reinforcement as described above (Rassnick et al., 1992; Shelton and Balster, 

1994; Biala and Kotlinska, 1999; Camarini et al., 2000; Broadbent et al., 2003).  

Furthermore, NMDA receptor channel blocker MK-801 has been shown to block 

the development of behavioral sensitization induced by repeated exposure to 
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other drugs of abuse such as cocaine or amphetamine (Kelley and Throne, 1992; 

Pulvirenti et al., 1992; Ida et al., 1995; Kim et al., 1996).  Therefore, the 

preponderance of the data indicates that ethanol intake is dependent, at least in 

part, on activation of NMDA receptors and dopamine receptors in the NAc.   

 

1-4. Hypothesis and aims 

1-4-1. The role of D1DRs in the NAc on voluntary ethanol consumption 

Numerous studies indicate that D1DRs in the NAc are directly involved in 

ethanol consumption (Brodie et al., 1990; Rassnick et al., 1992; El-Ghundi et al., 

1998; Risinger et al., 2001).  Ethanol self-administration was disrupted in animals 

with bilateral lesions of the accumbal dopaminergic nerve terminals (Rassnick et 

al., 1993; Ikemoto et al., 1997) and by systemic or intra-nucleus accumbens 

administration of dopamine receptor antagonists (Rassnick et al., 1992).  

Furthermore, the D1DR signaling through the DARPP-32 pathway has been 

shown to be crucial for ethanol consumption.  El-Ghundi and colleagues 

demonstrated that either disruption of the D1DR gene expression or blockade of 

D1DRs in the NAc markedly reduced ethanol-seeking behaviors in mice (El-

Ghundi et al., 1998).  Consistent with studies of D1DRs, Risinger and colleagues 

demonstrated that mice with genetic deletion of DARPP-32 also failed to display 

ethanol consumption patterns especially at higher ethanol concentration as 

observed in wild-type mice (Risinger et al., 2001).  These studies strongly 

indicate that the activation of D1DRs promotes ethanol intake.   
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1-4-2. Paradox between ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptors and the roles 

of NMDA receptors during ethanol reinforcement  

A paradox concerning the involvement of NMDA receptors in ethanol 

reinforcement is apparent.  One major recent hypothesis concerning the 

neurobiology of addiction posits that drugs of abuse may usurp the cellular 

mechanisms similar to those observed in Hebbian conditioning (e.g. LTP) and 

thereby induce long-lasting neuroadaptations underlying dependence (Nestler, 

2001).  Likewise, aberrant ethanol intake may be considered a learned behavior.  

The inhibitory effects of ethanol on NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic 

transmission would be expected to disrupt such a learning process of aberrant, 

excessive ethanol intake.  Apparently, this is not the case.  Thus, we have 

hypothesized that there must be some mechanism(s) to attenuate the inhibitory 

effects of ethanol on NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic transmission in the NAc.  

We hypothesize that elevated dopamine concentrations in the NAc during 

ethanol exposure attenuates the inhibitory effects of ethanol on NMDA receptor-

mediated synaptic transmission by activating the D1DR signaling cascades and 

thereby may contribute to ethanol reinforcement.  As a first step to begin to test 

this hypothesis, three specific aims are proposed: 1) To demonstrate and identify 

that the attenuation of NMDAR sensitivity to ethanol in accumbal MSNs is 

through activation of the D1DR signaling cascades; 2) To thoroughly investigate 

the effects of ethanol on both pre- and post-synaptic components of NMDA 

receptor-mediated synaptic transmission by employing Sr2+-supported NMDA 
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mEPSCs in the absence and presence of D1DR agonists; 3) To investigate the 

role(s) of RCS in dopaminergic regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol 

in the NAc.   
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Chapter 2.  Materials and methods 
 

2-1. Acute slice, neuronal culture and explants preparation for 

electrophysiology 

2-1-1. Experiment animals 

Sprague-Dawley rats of both sexes (15-20 days old) obtained from the 

Animal Resource Center (ARC) at the University of Texas at Austin were 

decapitated in accordance with NIH and the University of Texas IACUC 

guidelines.  Homozygous C57BL/6 cogenic mice (back-crossed 10 times) lacking 

DARPP-32 or RCS and their homozygous wild-type littermates were obtained 

from the Rockefeller Institute.  Mice were maintained at the ARC before usage 

and were 20-30 day old at sacrifice for experiments.   

For chronic ethanol studies, Sprague-Dawley rats (15 days old) were 

used.  These rats were exposed to chronic ethanol treatment via intraperitoneal 

(ip) injection of 20% ethanol, 1.5 g/kg administered at 12-hour intervals for 5 

days.  Rats were sacrificed and tissue harvested for electrophysiological 

recordings 12 hours following last ethanol treatment.   

 

2-1-2. Acute NAc slice preparation 

The brains were removed and dissected in ice-cold and oxygenated 

artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; in mM: NaCl, 120; NaHCO3, 25; KCl, 3.3; 

NaH2PO4, 1.23; MgSO4, 2.4; CaCl2, 1.2; dextrose, 10; 95% O2/5% CO2).  Whole 

coronal sections (400-500 µm) containing the nucleus accumbens were prepared 
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using a vibrating slicer (VibroSlice, WPI, Sarasota, FL).  The slices were then 

bisected into hemisections and maintained at 32 °C in ACSF buffer for 45-60 min 

before recording. 

 

2-1-3. Dissociated medium spiny neuron culture   

The brains of young rat pups (2-3 days old) were dissected as described 

above.  The regions surrounding the anterior commissure medial and ventral to 

the NAc were dissected and then minced on ice and incubated with pronase 

(Streptomyces griseus, Cat#53702), washed with DMEM (Gibco, Cat#12360-

038), then triturated through fire-polished glass pipettes and cultured on 

coverslips (Fisherbrand Microscope Coverglass 12CIR-1D G12-545-82) in 35 

mm dishes (Corning 35 mm/Tissue Culture Dish 35X10 mm) for 3-7 days in 

neural basal media with B-27 supplement (Gibco).   

 

2-1-4. NAc explants preparation 

Horizontal whole brain slices containing the striatum and NAc were 

prepared from 3-5 day old Sprague-Dawley rats in ice-cold, oxygenated ACSF by 

using a vibroslicer (Thomas et al., 1998).  Slices were immediately transferred to 

an incubation chamber containing ACSF as described above (bubbled with 95% 

O2/5%CO2, 32 °C) for at least 60 mins.  Then single slices were transferred onto 

membrane inserts (Millicell-CM; Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA, USA) (one slice 

per insert, placed into 6-well culture trays containing 1 ml of culture medium).  
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Explants were maintained in HEPES-MEM (Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) 

supplemented with 25% heat-inactivated horse serum, glutamine (3 mM) and 

glucose (5.5 mg/ml medium).  The cultures were maintained in an incubator at 37 

°C with 5% CO2.  Culture medium was replaced the next day and then on 

alternate days.  Explants were used for electrophysiological recording after 6 

days in vitro.   

 

2-2. Electrophysiological recording techniques 

2-2-1. General patch-clamp recordings 

 Hemisections of acute NAc slices or NAc explants were submerged in a 

recording chamber continuously perfused with recording ACSF buffer at 32 °C 

and a flow rate of 2 ml/min.  The recording ACSF was identical to that used for 

slice preparation except that the concentration of MgSO4 was slightly reduced 

(0.5-0.6 mM) and CaCl2 were increased to 2 mM to facilitate NMDA receptor-

mediated responses.  Blind-patch whole-cell recordings were made on medium 

spiny neurons from the shell region of the nucleus accumbens (in a medial to 

ventral arc 300-500 um surrounding the anterior commissure.  Medium spiny 

neurons compose greater than 95% of the population of neurons of the NAc and 

were electrophysiologically identified by their resting membrane potential at this 

age (more negative than -70 mV) (Pennartz et al., 1992; Belleau and Warren, 

2000).  Recording electrodes were made from thin-walled borosilicate glass 

(TW150F-4, WPI, Sarasota, FL, 1.2-2.2 MΩ) and filled with (in mM): CsF, 115; 
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NaCl, 12; EGTA, 0.5; HEPES, 10; Mg2+-ATP, 2; Tris-GTP, 0.3; QX-314, 20; 280-

290 mOsm, pH 7.2 with CsOH (KMeSO4 was used in some experiment instead 

of CsF).  Fluoride was included in intracellular recording solution to promote 

stimulation of adenylyl cyclase to compensate for intracellular dialysis during 

whole-cell patch-clamp recording (Breakwell et al., 1995).  Medium spiny 

neurons were held at -70 mV for all recordings.  For some experiments, 

perforated patch recordings were made with amphotericin B (60 mg/ml stock 

solution in DMSO freshly made every 3 hours into fresh standard intracellular 

solution at a final concentration of 0.2-0.3% v/v; Sigma) to prevent intracellular 

dialysis.  When the perforated patch method was used, access resistance (Ra) 

was continuously monitored during cell-attached mode to verify opening of the 

patch to whole-cell mode.  This process normally required 15-20 min following 

cell-attached mode and recordings were initiated when access resistance 

dropped below 50 MΩ.   

 Recordings were made using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon 

Instruments, Foster City, CA), filtered at 1 kHz, signal processed for line noise 

(Humbug, Quest Scientific, North Vancouver, BC), digitized at 10-20 kHz via a 

Digidata 1200B interface board using pClamp 8.02 (Axon Instruments) and then 

stored on hard drive media for subsequent offline analysis.  Access resistance 

was partially compensated and continuously monitored during the course of all 

experiments and if Ra changed by >10%, the recording was terminated.  

Synaptic events were evoked by stimulation of local afferents via monopolar 
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tungsten electrodes (AM Systems, Carlsborg, WA) placed within 200 µm of the 

recording site.  All recordings were made in the shell of the NAc.  Constant-

current pulses (100 µsec, 10-40 µA amplitude, 0.016 Hz) were applied through a 

stimulus isolation unit driven by a Master-8 stimulator (A.M.P.I., Israel). 

 Drugs were dissolved in the recording ACSF to the desired concentrations 

and bath-applied to the slice/cultured neuron/explants by switching solution 

reservoirs.  Ethanol (95%) was purchased from Aldrich Chemicals Co 

(Milwaukee, WI).  All other drugs were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).  

For drug application, after the baseline observation (for up to 10-15 mins), ACSF 

was switched to drug-containing solution and responses were continuously 

monitored for up to 30 mins to observe drug effects, after which ACSF was 

switched back to normal recording ACSF 20-30 mins to observe the drug 

washout effects.   

 

2-2-2. Synaptic NMDA EPSCs recordings 

 NMDAR-mediated EPSCs from either acute NAc slices or NAc explants 

were pharmacologically isolated by bath application of non-NMDA receptor 

antagonist, DNQX (10 µM; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) and GABAA 

receptor antagonist, picrotoxin (25 µM; Sigma) and evoked by local stimulation 

via monopolar tungsten electrodes within the shell of the NAc as described 

above.  Stimulus intensities were kept constant during recordings and delivered 

at every 60 seconds.  Recordings were made in the presence of slightly reduced 
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Mg2+ (0.5 mM) and normal Ca2+ (2 mM) to facilitate the magnitude of NMDA 

whole-cell currents.   

 

2-2-3. NMDA EPSCs induced by NMDA pressure ejection from dissociated 

medium spiny neuron in culture 

 A coverslip with dissociated cultured neurons was transferred from 

incubation chamber to a recording well on an inverted microscope (Olympus 

CK30).  Individual MSNs were identified by morphology under 60X objective and 

relative negative resting membrane potential after perforated patch-clamp 

recordings were initiated using amphotericin B.  NMDA EPSCs were induced by 

pressure ejection of NMDA solution (200 mM in ACSF with 25 µM glycine; 10-20 

p.s.i., 3-5 msec pulses at 1-min intervals) (Picospritzer, General Valve, Fairfield, 

New Jersey) onto the recorded cell by using another pipette 20-30 µm within the 

distance of the cell.  All recordings were made in the presence of Mg2+ (0.5 mM) 

and Ca2+ (2 mM).  Tetrodotoxin (0.5 µM) was added to prevent the firing of axon 

potentials.   

 

2-2-4. Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs recordings  

 NMDA receptor-mediated miniature synaptic currents (mEPSCs) were 

pharmacologically isolated by bath application of DNQX (10 µM) and picrotoxin 

(25 µM).  Reduced Mg2+ (0.6 mM) was included in the recording solution to allow 

for a significant degree of ethanol inhibition (>25% at 75 mM) to be detected 
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(Morrisett et al., 1991; Calton et al., 1998).  Asynchronous NMDA mEPSCs were 

evoked by local electrical stimulation of the excitatory afferents in the presence of 

Sr2+ (4 mM) instead of Ca2+ and these events were detected for 0.5-3 seconds 

following the stimulus (Abdul-Ghani et al., 1996; Oliet et al., 1996; Bekkers and 

Clements, 1999; Hendricson et al., 2004).  In a typical experiment, events were 

detected in 3 sec epochs following each stimulus and 6-10 sweeps were 

collected for each condition.  Recordings in the presence of ethanol or (DL)-APV 

were initiated immediately following drug wash-in (2-3 mins following chamber 

perfusion).  In some cases (for instance, in the presence of 75 mM ethanol) 

substantial inhibition of event frequency was observed, therefore synaptic stimuli 

were delivered for up to an additional 5 minutes to augment event yield in the 

face of decreased release probability.  To determine the effects of Mg2+ on the 

decay time constants of NMDA mEPSCs, baseline recordings were first made in 

0.6 mM Mg2+ and then Mg2+ was washed out for 15 min prior to measuring 

NMDA mEPSCs in the absence of any added Mg2+.  In paired-pulse facilitation 

experiments, a train of 2 identical constant-current pulses with inter-stimulus 

intervals (ISIs) of 50 or 100 ms was delivered once every 60 seconds; typical 

experiments contained 5-10 responses for each experimental condition. 

 

2-2-5. NMDA-induced responses from nucleus accumbens slices 

 NMDAR-mediated responses were induced by local application of NMDA 

into the shell of acute NAc slices by using a single micropipette (3-4 MΩ) for 
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simultaneous pressure application of NMDA and field potential recording 

(Fedorov and Reymann, 1993).  Field responses were induced by single-

pressure pulses (10-30 msec duration and 10-30 p.s.i.) which were delivered at 

2-min intervals.  After stable baseline recording for 10 mins, recording ACSF was 

switched to drug-containing ACSF for 20-30 mins.  Recordings were terminated if 

variation of the amplitude of responses was larger than 20%.  The NMDA stock 

solution (10 mM) was stored at -20 °C as aliquots and dissolved in ACSF buffer 

at a final concentration of 200 µM used for pressure microinjection.  The pressure 

ejection artifacts were omitted for clarity from the raw traces as shown in the 

result section.   

 

2-3. Data analysis 

2-3-1. Analysis of NMDA EPSCs and field potential responses  

The amplitude of NMDA responses was measured as an indication of 

function of NMDA receptors.  The amplitude for field responses was obtained by 

averaging a minimum of three responses and the amplitude of EPSCs was the 

average of at least five responses.  To obtain the percentage of baseline thus 

indicating the drug effects, the average amplitude of responses in the presence 

of drug (for 20-30 mins duration) was divided by that of baseline control (prior to 

drug application).  Drug effects were evaluated by ANOVA and P<0.05 was 

considered significant.   
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2-3-2. NMDA mEPSC automated event detection and analysis  

NMDA mEPSCs were screened using an automated amplitude threshold 

detection protocol (typically 5-8 pA) using MiniAnalysis software (v. 5.01; 

Synaptosoft, Decatur, GA) running on an AMD Athlon XP-based PC.  In this 

automated detection protocol, event detection parameters were held constant 

throughout all recordings within cells and only slightly modified between cells in 

order to insure accurate and unbiased event detection.  Distributions of 

cumulative amplitude and inter-event interval of NMDA mEPSCs were then 

assembled and tested for each condition in every cell by performing 

Kolomogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistical tests (thereby providing a more rigorous 

comparison of large data sets than other tests simply based on comparing the 

means (Van der Kloot, 1991)) and P<0.01 was considered statistically significant.  

Sample traces of typical NMDA mEPSCs and cumulative histograms for those 

cells are presented in Figures 6, 8-11 and combined data with statistical analysis 

for all neurons tested in all conditions are presented in Figure 12.  The total 

numbers of NMDA mEPSCs detected in each sample cell in each condition is 

given in the corresponding figure legend.  As described earlier, in some cases, 

synaptic stimuli were delivered for a prolonged duration to augment event yield in 

the face of decreased release probability in the presence of high concentrations 

of ethanol; therefore, the number of events from each individual neuron varied.  

These combined data are presented as the percentage of mean baseline 

mEPSC frequency (interval) or amplitude prior to any drug application.  Percent 
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changes in mean event amplitude and inter-event interval following drug 

application were assessed via ANOVA and P<0.05 was considered statistically 

significant.  Stimulus artifacts in the NMDA mEPSC raw data traces have been 

omitted for clarity and dashed lines have been used to help clarify baseline 

current levels.  In experiments concerning effects on the NMDA mEPSC decay 

time constants, several hundred events were averaged across every cell tested 

in each condition and the averaged NMDA mEPSC was fit by single exponential 

using MiniAnalysis software.   

 

2-3-3. Ratio of paired-pulse facilitation analysis 

In experiments examining the effects of ethanol on ratio of paired-pulse 

facilitation of NMDAR EPSCs, pharmacological isolation of NMDA EPSCs in the 

presence of the GABA antagonists such as picrotoxin has been shown to result 

in a slow decay time constant ranging from 60 to 150 msec (Hestrin et al., 1990; 

Perouansky and Yaari, 1993; Martin et al., 1999).  Since shorter intervals (50 

msec) elicited more substantial paired-pulse facilitation than longer intervals (100 

msec, Figure 14C), the second EPSC was frequently delivered during the 

recovery phase of the NMDA EPSC induced by the first pulse.  The amplitude for 

each EPSC was measured as the difference between the baseline immediately 

preceding the pulse and the peak amplitude.  The ratio of paired-pulse facilitation 

was defined as the amplitude of the second response divided by the amplitude of 

the first response (EPSC2/EPSC1).   
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CHAPTER 3.  Results 
 

3-1. SKF 38393 attenuates ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptors 

To directly test the effects of D1DR-mediated regulation of NMDA receptor 

sensitivity to ethanol, evoked NMDA EPSCs from individual MSNs were recorded 

using whole-cell patch-clamp recording techniques.  NMDA EPSCs were 

pharmacologically isolated by blocking non-NMDA and GABAA receptor-

mediated currents with 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3(1H,4H)-dione (DNQX, 10 µM) 

and picrotoxin (25 µM), respectively.  To facilitate the amplitude of NMDA 

EPSCs, extracellular Mg2+ was slightly reduced to 0.5 mM (physiological [Mg2+] 

around 1 mM).  Ethanol (75 mM) significantly and reversibly inhibited the peak 

amplitude of NMDA EPSCs by about 50% (Figure 2A; ethanol inhibition: 46±6% 

of control baseline, P<0.01, n=4).  To observe the effects of activation of D1DRs 

on NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol, a separate set of NAc slices were 

treated with a D1DR agonist (SKF 38393, 25 µM) for 15 mins before ethanol 

application.  After SKF 38393 pretreatment, the inhibitory effect of ethanol on the 

amplitude of NMDA EPSCs was significantly reduced in comparison with that 

observed in control accumbal slices (Figure 2B; ethanol inhibition: 25±6% of 

control prior to ethanol application in the presence of D1DR agonist, n=4, 

P<0.025 compared with that in the absence of D1DR agonist).  Figure 2C depicts 

the time course of NMDA EPSCs in response to ethanol application from the 

pairs of neurons presented in Figure 2A/B.  In both cases, the amplitude of 

NMDA EPSCs returned to the control baseline following ethanol washout.  Figure 
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2D shows the cumulative data of ethanol inhibition of the amplitude of NMDA 

EPSCs in the presence and absence of D1DR agonist pretreatment.  Under the 

conditions of SKF 38393 pretreatment, the inhibitory effect of ethanol on the 

amplitude of NMDA EPSCs was significantly reduced to about 50% of that under 

the control situation.   

To verify that attenuation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol under 

the conditions of SKF 38393 pretreatment occurs through a postsynaptic 

mechanism without the necessity of presynaptic components, the effects of 

D1DR activation on the ethanol sensitivity of NMDA EPSCs in individual cultured 

MSNs (3-7 days in vitro) were investigated.  TTX (0.5 µM) was included in the 

perfusion ACSF to prevent action potential-induced release.  Perforated patch-

clamp recording techniques were used to prevent intracellular perfusion from the 

recording electrode.  Whole-cell currents (INMDA) were induced by pressure 

ejection of NMDA solution (200 µM) via another pipette onto the soma of the 

recorded MSNs.  Ethanol (75 mM) significantly inhibited the amplitude of NMDA-

induced EPSCs (Figure 3A top; ethanol inhibition: 42±3% of control, n=4).  

Pretreatment of SKF 38393 (25 µM) significantly reduced the inhibitory effects of 

ethanol on the amplitude of NMDA-induced EPSCs (Figure 3A bottom; ethanol 

inhibition 16±8% of control prior to SKF 38393 application, n=5; P<0.015 

compared with the control value in the absence of SKF 38393 pretreatment), 

consistent with studies of synaptic NMDA EPSCs in NAc slices.  Collectively, 

these data strongly suggest that the regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to 
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ethanol by activation of D1DRs occurs through a postsynaptic mechanism in 

individual accumbal MSNs.   
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Figure 2. D1 agonist SKF 38393 (25 µM) significantly reduces the inhibitory 
effect of ethanol on the amplitude of synaptic NMDA EPSCs of medium 
spiny neurons in acute NAc slices.  Raw traces in panel A and B are patch-
clamp recording of pharmacologically isolated NMDA EPSCs, evoked by 
synaptic stimulation and in the presence of Ca2+ (2 mM) and reduced Mg2+ (0.5 
mM).  A. Overlays of representative NMDA EPSCs in the absence of D1 agonist, 
control baseline (bottom) and 15 min after ethanol application (75 mM) (top).  B. 
Overlays of representative NMDA EPSCs of slices pretreated with D1 agonist, 
control baseline (bottom) and 15 min after ethanol application (top).  C. The time 
course of ethanol inhibition of synaptic NMDA EPSCs presented in (A) and (B), 
visually comparing the inhibitory effect of ethanol on NMDA EPSCs in the 
absence and presence of D1-like receptor agonist.  D. Bar graph presentation of 
the cumulative data of ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs in control neurons 
versus those pretreated with SKF 38393.  *, P<0.025.   
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Figure 3. D1 agonist SKF 38393 (25 µM) significantly attenuates ethanol 
inhibition of NMDA EPSCs evoked by NMDA application onto cultured 
accumbal medium spiny neurons (3-7 days in vitro).  A. Representative 
NMDA-activated whole-cell currents before and after application of ethanol (75 
mM) in the absence (top) and presence (bottom) of SKF 38393.  B.  The 
cumulative data of ethanol inhibition of NMDA-induced currents from cultured 
accumbal neurons in the absence and presence of D1 agonist.  *, P<0.015. 
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3-2. D1/protein kinase A-dependent mechanism underlying attenuation of 

ethanol inhibition 

A series of pharmacological interventions of the D1DR signaling cascade 

were conducted to investigate the mechanism underlying D1DR-mediated 

attenuation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  A field potential recording 

technique was used to directly activate NMDA receptors to induce NMDAR-

mediated population responses in accumbal slices (Fedorov and Reymann, 

1993).  In short, a single glass electrode was employed to simultaneously apply 

NMDA by pressure microinjection and also record the field responses induced by 

activating the NMDA receptors locally.  This method allowed for prolonged and 

stable recordings (longer than 90 mins) and did not have the potential pitfalls of 

intracellular perfusion related to prolonged patch-clamp recordings.  Thus, this 

technique allowed us to confirm the prior findings and investigate the molecular 

mechanisms of D1-regulation at the population level instead of single cell level.   

Next, the pharmacological involvement of D1DRs in regulation of ethanol 

sensitivity of NMDA receptors was assessed (Figure 4A).  Ethanol (75 mM) 

inhibition of NMDA-induced responses was determined under three conditions 

including the control conditions (top traces), pretreatment with SKF 38393 (25 

µM) alone (middle traces) and combined pretreatment of SKF 38393 with the 

selective D1DR antagonist SCH 23390 (10 µM) (bottom traces).  Consistent with 

prior studies, ethanol (75 mM) significantly inhibited NMDA responses under 

control situation, and ethanol inhibition was significantly reduced in slices 
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pretreated with SKF 38393 (P<0.0001, n=8).  In slices pretreated with the 

combination of D1DR agonist and antagonist, ethanol inhibition was restored to a 

level which was not significantly different from that under control situation, but 

significantly different from that in slices pretreated with D1 agonist alone 

(P<0.015, n=4).  Ethanol exhibited a concentration-response relationship for 

inhibiting NMDA receptor function with and without activation of D1DRs (Figure 

4B).  Low concentrations of ethanol (35 mM) produced less but still significant 

inhibition (30±2%, n=4) of NMDA responses compared to ethanol (75 mM).  SKF 

38393 pretreatment significantly reduced the inhibitory effects of ethanol (35 mM) 

as well (P<0.005, n=7).  Thus, pretreatment with SKF 38393 produced similar 

amounts of attenuation of ethanol inhibition across a large range of ethanol 

concentrations.   

Activation of D1DRs initiates the intracellular signaling cascades involving 

cAMP/PKA/DARPP-32 in accumbal MSNs (Fienberg et al., 1998).  To test the 

involvement of PKA during D1DR-regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to 

ethanol, the effects of pharmacological inhibition of PKA were investigated.  

Pretreatment with H89 (1 µM) (a selective PKA antagonist) occluded D1DR-

dependent attenuation of the inhibitory effects of ethanol (75 mM) (Figure 4C) 

(P<0.002, n=5 for SKF 38393 alone group, n=4 for H89/SKF 38393 group).  

These data suggest that PKA is a crucial mediator of D1DR-dependent 

regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.   
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Furthermore, the effects of an adenylyl cyclase activator (forskolin 50 µM) 

were investigated.  Consistent with the effects of D1DR agonist, pretreatment 

with forskolin strongly attenuated ethanol inhibition (75 mM) of NMDA responses 

to a level about 11%, significantly less than that observed under control 

conditions (P<0.001, n=4 slices) (Figure 4D, middle bar graph).  The effects of 

forskolin were significantly blocked by PKA antagonist H89 (P<0.001, n=4) 

(Figure 4D middle bar graph).  A lower concentration of forskolin (10 µM) also 

significantly decreased ethanol inhibition compared with the control values 

(Figure 4D right bar graph, P<0.02, n=5).  As a control for the non-specific effects 

of forskolin, the inactive analogue, dideoxy-forskolin, did not decrease ethanol 

inhibition which was not significantly different from inhibition seen following 

application of ethanol alone (Figure 4D right bar graph).   
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Figure 4. Protein kinase A-dependent process is required for D1-like 
receptor-mediated attenuation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor 
function in the NAc.  A. Representative recordings of field potential responses 
induced by direct application of NMDA (200 µM) into acute NAc slices. NMDA-
induced responses prior to and after ethanol application (75 mM) from a typical 
slice without D1 agonist pretreatment (top),  from a typical slice pretreated with 
D1 agonist (SKF 38393, 25 µM) (middle), and from a typical slice pretreated with 
the combination of D1 agonist and specific antagonist (SCH 23390, 10 µM).  
Arrow indicates the time of NMDA application.  B.  The cumulative data for all 
slices at two ethanol concentrations of 35 mM (raw data not shown) and 75 mM 
(as shown in A) in the absence and presence of D1 agonist, SKF 38393 (25 µM).  
Ethanol inhibition at 35 mM in the presence of D1 agonist is significantly different 
from that under the control situation (left).  At 75 mM, ethanol inhibition with D1 
agonist pretreatment differs significantly from that of the control situation.  The 
double asterisk indicates that ethanol inhibition (at 75 mM) between SKF 38393 
and the combination of SKF 38393/SCH 23390 groups is significantly different, 
and no difference between control and SCH/SKF 38393 groups exist (P=0.1).  C.  
Representative traces demonstrating the effect of PKA antagonist, H89 (1 µM), 
on the effect of D1 agonist-mediated attenuation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA 
responses.  Top: NMDA-induced responses before and after ethanol application 
(75 mM) in SKF-pretreated slices. Bottom: NMDA-induced responses before and 
after ethanol application (75 mM) in SKF/H89 pretreated slices.  D.  The 
cumulative data for all experiments of testing the involvement of PKA in D1-like 
receptor mediated attenuation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor function.  
The degree of ethanol inhibition of H89/SKF 38393 group is significantly different 
from that of SKF 38393 group alone.  The double asterisk indicates P<0.001 for 
the cumulative ethanol inhibition in an experiment using an adenylyl cyclase 
stimulator, forskolin (50 µM), to mimic the effect of D1-like receptor activation on 
NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  A lower concentration of forskolin (10 µM) 
also elicits a significant reduction in ethanol sensitivity, whereas the inactive 
analogue, dideoxy-forskolin (dd-Fsk, 10 µM) has no significant effect on ethanol 
sensitivity of NMDA receptors.   
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3-3. Ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptors in DARPP-32-/- mice 

DARPP-32 has been implicated as the “switch” protein in the 

dopaminergic signaling cascades, and mice lacking DARPP-32 showed profound 

deficits in their molecular, electrophysiological and behavioral responses to 

dopamine and drugs of abuse (Fienberg et al., 1998).  To directly determine the 

involvement of DARPP-32 in D1DR-dependent regulation of NMDA receptor 

sensitivity to ethanol, ethanol inhibition and D1DR regulation were assessed in 

NAc slices from DARPP-32-/- mice.  The inhibitory effects of ethanol (75 mM) on 

the amplitude of NMDA-induced responses were compared from both DARPP-

32+/+ and DARPP-32-/- mice in the presence and absence of the D1DR agonist 

SKF 38393 (25 µM) pretreatment (15-20 mins).  The ethanol inhibition of NMDA 

responses from both mice in the absence of the D1DR agonist were not 

significantly different (raw traces not shown, P=0.61, n=7 WT and n=8 KO).  

Consistent with our data obtained in rats, wild-type mice displayed a marked 

reduction in ethanol sensitivity of NMDA receptors after SKF 38393 pretreatment 

(P<0.005, n=7).  However, DARPP-32-/- mice did not display SKF-mediated 

regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol after SKF 38393 pretreatment 

(P=0.24, n=8, compared with control values) (Figure 5A).  The degree of ethanol 

inhibition of NMDA responses of KO mice differed significantly from that of WT 

mice in SKF-pretreated slices (P<0.001, n=7~8 mice).  Cumulative data are 

presented in bar graph in Figure 5B.  These data indicate that DARPP-32 is a 
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critical component of D1DR-dependent regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to 

ethanol in accumbal MSNs. 
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Figure 5. D1-like receptor-mediated attenuation of NMDA receptor 
sensitivity to ethanol is not observed in DARPP-32 -/- mice.  A. 
Representative traces of filed potential induced by NMDA application into acute 
NAc slices as describe in Figure 4.  Left column: NMDA response prior to ethanol 
application (75 mM) (top), 15 min after ethanol application (middle), and overlap 
of these two traces to compare ethanol effect (bottom) from SKF 38393 (25 µM) 
pretreated slice of DARPP-32 -/- mice (KO).  Right column: sequential recording 
as presented in the left column, except that SKF-pretreated slices are from 
DARPP-32 +/+ mice (WT).  B. The cumulative data from both KO and WT mice.  
(*: P<0.001, n=7~8 mice, KO vs WT following SKF 38393 pretreatment).   
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3-4. Characterization of Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs in the presence of 

Mg2+ 

To simultaneously measure the effects of ethanol on glutamate release 

and NMDA receptor function as well as the dopaminergic regulation of ethanol 

inhibition, pharmacologically-isolated Sr2+-supported asynchronous NMDA 

mEPSCs from accumbal MSNs were recorded in reduced Mg2+.  Sr2+ was used 

to replace Ca2+ to support synaptically-evoked, asynchronous and quantal 

release.  The synchronous release following synaptic stimulation in Sr2+ was 

significantly reduced, but quantal, asynchronous release dramatically increased 

and occurred in the time window of several hundred milliseconds to few seconds 

following synaptic stimulation (Oliet et al., 1996).  Therefore, recording of Sr2+-

supported NMDA mEPSCs increased the event yield so that an adequate 

number of synaptic events may be elicited upon synaptic stimulation in the 

presence of Mg2+ at physiological membrane potentials (Hendricson et al., 2004).  

By using a commercially available software detection algorithm (Synaptosoft, 

Decatur, GA), cumulative histograms of event amplitude and frequency were 

constructed.  A left-ward shift of the amplitude histogram in the presence of 

tested drug reflects an inhibitory effect of drug on postsynaptic receptor function, 

whereas a right-ward shift of the inter-event interval histogram following drug 

application reveals a decrease in the frequency of neurotransmitter release.   

Since no reports of Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs exist in accumbal 

MSNs in the literature, Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs in the NAc were 
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characterized before determining the effects of ethanol.  The mean amplitude of 

NMDA mEPSCs from all control cells (no prior drug application) was 12.1±0.5 

pA.  The mean inter-event interval of NMDA mEPSCs for all control cells was 

33.5±3.2 msec (n=68413 events from 41 neurons).  Bath application of the 

NMDA receptor antagonist DL-APV (50 µM, Figure 6) completely and reversibly 

inhibited 94.3% of the NMDA mEPSCs detected in this typical neuron (Figure 

6A), further confirming these Sr2+-supported miniature events recorded in the 

presence of DNQX, picrotoxin and 0.6 mM Mg2+ (holding at -70 mV) were 

mediated by NMDA receptors.  Indeed, DL-APV almost completely inhibited 

NMDA mEPSCs and made it impossible to construct the cumulative inter-event 

interval histogram (Figure 6B).  NMDA mEPSCs were readily detected within 5 

minutes following washout of DL-APV and the event amplitude (average of 

several hundred individual events) following DL-APV washout was not 

significantly different from the control value (Figure 6C; 90±7% of baseline 

amplitude, p=0.4, n=5), indicating that NMDA mEPSCs could be reversibly 

detected over a typical experimental time course.   

To more fully characterize Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs, 200-500 

mEPSCs from each of 22 control neurons were averaged and then the rise and 

decay kinetics were calculated and fit by single exponential functions.  The 10-

90% rise-time was 3.2±0.3 msec and the decay time constant (tau) was 6.7±0.6 

msec.  The decay time constant of NMDA mEPSCs observed in this study was 

much shorter than reported in other studies in the absence of Mg2+ (Zhou and 
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Hablitz, 1997; Losi et al., 2003; Losi et al., 2004).  To directly determine whether 

the shorter decay time constant observed in this study was the result of the 

presence of extracellular Mg2+ (0.6 mM), the decay time constant of NMDA 

mEPSCs was first determined in the presence of 0.6 mM Mg2+ (Figure 7A) and 

then determined in the same neuron 15 mins following washout of Mg2+ (Figure 

7B) while the cell was held at a certain membrane potential (-70 mM).  The decay 

time constant of NMDA mEPSCs was increased nearly 6-fold after washout of 

extracellular Mg2+ (Figure 7D, 7.0±1.2 ms in 0.6 Mg2+ vs 42.3±4.2 ms in 0 Mg2+, 

P<0.001, n=6), in very good agreement with the effects of Mg2+ reported in the 

literature (Burgard and Hablitz, 1993; Rohrbough and Spitzer, 1999).  The reason 

for recording NMDA mEPSCs in the presence of 0.6 mM Mg2+ is that ethanol has 

been well-known to produce less inhibition of NMDA receptor function in the 

absence of Mg2+ (Martin et al., 1991; Morrisett et al., 1991; Calton et al., 1998).   
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Figure 6. The NMDAR antagonist (DL)-APV strongly and reversibly 
suppresses amplitude and frequency of Sr2+-supported, asynchronous 
NMDAR-mediated synaptic currents in voltage-clamped medium spiny 
neurons in the shell of the NAc.  A.  Recording traces of evoked NMDAR 
mEPSCs from a representative cell prior to drug application (top), in the 
presence of APV (middle) and following drug washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative 
amplitude histogram from cell depicted in A before and after APV administration 
(control=1063 events; DL-APV= 60 events).  C.  Averaged NMDA mEPSCs 
before APV administration and 15 mins after APV washout. 
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Figure 7. Extracellular Mg2+ significantly accelerates NMDA mEPSC decay 
kinetics in nucleus accumbens acute slices.  A. Averaged NMDA mEPSC at -
70 mV recorded in the presence of 0.6 mM Mg2+.  B. Averaged NMDA mEPSC at 
-70 mV recorded at 0 mM Mg2+ (following 15 mins washing out Mg2+) from the 
same cell as in A.  Note the difference of time scale in panel A and panel B.  C. 
Overlay of rescaled averaged NMDA mEPSCs (NMDA mEPSC in the presence 
of 0.6 mM Mg2+ has been scaled to the time scale used for NMDA mEPSC in the 
absence of Mg2+) to highlight the prolonged decay time course of NMDA mEPSC 
in 0 Mg2+.  D. Cumulative data showing the highly significant effect of 0.6 mM 
Mg2+ on NMDA mEPSC decay time constant.  *** P<0.001. 
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3-5. Dose-dependent ethanol inhibition of the amplitude and frequency of 

NMDA mEPSCs 

To identify the synaptic sites of ethanol effects on NMDA receptor-

mediated synaptic transmission onto accumbal MSNs, the effects of three 

concentrations of ethanol (25 -75 mM) on the cumulative amplitude and inter-

event interval of NMDA mEPSCs were determined.  Ethanol inhibition was 

measured as a percentage of control mEPSCs amplitude or inter-event interval 

and visualized as the shift of the cumulative histograms.  Low levels of ethanol 

exposure (25 mM), slightly greater than those which would be defined as legal 

intoxication in humans, had no significant inhibitory action on either event 

amplitude (3.3±6.6%, P=0.3, n=5 neurons; mean amplitude: 12.6±0.5 pA) or 

frequency (6.7±7.9%, P=0.16, n=5 neurons, mean inter-event interval: 39.9±2.3 

msec) (raw data not shown).  An intermediate concentration of ethanol, slightly 

below three times that of legal intoxication (Figure 8, 50 mM), significantly 

inhibited both event amplitude (11.6±3.0%, P<0.01, n=5 neurons; mean 

amplitude: 11.4±0.9 pA) and frequency (19.2±7.5%, P<0.05, n=5 neurons; mean 

inter-event interval: 42.0±1.4 msec).  Finally, a high concentration of ethanol 

representative of binge-type exposure (Figure 9, 75 mM) substantially altered 

NMDA mEPSCs and strongly reduced both mean mEPSC amplitude 

(25.4±5.0%, P<0.001, n=12 neurons; mean amplitude: 9.2±0.8 pA) and 

frequency (35.9±4.2%, P<0.001, n=12; mean inter-event interval: 50.2±9.8 

msec).  In summary, ethanol (50-75 mM) significantly inhibited both amplitude 
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and frequency of NMDA mEPSCs at glutamatergic synapses in the NAc.  

Ethanol (25 mM) had no significant effects on either mean amplitude or 

frequency of NMDA mEPSCs. 
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Figure 8. An intermediate level of ethanol (50 mM) significantly inhibits 
NMDA mEPSC amplitude and frequency.  A. Representative recordings prior 
to ethanol application (top), 10 mins after ethanol application (middle) and 15 
mins following ethanol washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative amplitude histogram 
from cell showed in A before and after ethanol application (control=2331 events; 
50 mM EtOH=2833 events).  C.  Cumulative inter-event interval histogram before 
and after ethanol application. 
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Figure 9. A high level of ethanol exposure (75 mM) substantially inhibits 
NMDA mEPSC amplitude and frequency.  A.  Representative recordings prior 
to ethanol application (top), 10 mins after ethanol application (middle) and 15 
mins following ethanol washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative amplitude histogram 
from cell demonstrated in A before and after ethanol application (control=1076 
events; 75 mM EtOH=848 events).  C.  Cumulative inter-event interval histogram 
before and after ethanol application. 
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3-6. D1 receptor modulation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA mEPSCs 

To further investigate whether D1DR-dependent regulation of NMDA 

receptor sensitivity to ethanol occurs at both presynaptic sites and postsynaptic 

sites , the effects of ethanol (75 mM) on the amplitude and frequency of NMDA 

mEPSCs in the presence of SKF 38393 (25 µM) were analyzed and compared 

with the control values when ethanol was applied alone.  Prior treatment with the 

D1DR agonist markedly and significantly reduced ethanol inhibition of NMDA 

mEPSC amplitude (9.3±4.5% vs. 25.4±5.0%, P<0.05, n=6; mean amplitude: 

11.5±1.5 pA) as well as the event frequency (17.2±3.6% vs. 35.9±4.2%, 

P<0.005, n=6; mean inter-event interval: 42.5±6.4 msec) (Figure 10).  To verify 

that the regulation of SKF 38393 was mediated by D1DRs, the selective D1DR 

antagonist SCH 23390 (10 µM) was tested.  This agent significantly blocked the 

action of the SKF 38393 on both ethanol inhibition of event amplitude 

(27.7±8.1%, P<0.05, n=6; mean amplitude: 9.9±0.7 pA) and ethanol inhibition of 

event frequency (27.2±5.0%, P<0.05, n=6; inter-event interval: 46.1±3.5 msec) 

(Figure 11).  Furthermore, SCH 23390 restored ethanol (75 mM) inhibition of 

mean event amplitude and frequency to the level which was not significantly 

different from that observed in control neurons treated with ethanol alone (mean 

amplitude: P=0.4; mean frequency: P=0.09).  In a separate group of control 

experiments, ethanol inhibition of NMDA mEPSCs was measured following 

pretreatment with the D1DR antagonist alone, and no differences in ethanol 

inhibition relative to control slices were observed (P=0.7, n=4, data not shown).  
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In summary, pretreatment with the D1DR agonist SKF 38393 significantly 

reversed the inhibitory effects of ethanol (75 mM) on both NMDA mEPSC 

amplitude and event frequency and this action was completely prevented by co-

pretreatment with the D1DR antagonist.  Cumulative data and statistical analyses 

of D1DR-mediated regulation of ethanol inhibition are presented in Figure 12. 

To verify that D1-receptor activation did not modify NMDA mEPSCs 

directly and therefore control for any possible changes in the basal population 

distribution induced by the D1-like agonist, we compiled event histograms across 

all cells tested and compared control mEPSC amplitude and frequency plots in 

the absence (28347 events in 23 cells) and presence of SKF 38393 (11944 

events from 12 cells).  There were no significant differences in the cumulative 

population distributions of NMDA mEPSCs for either event amplitude or inter-

event interval in control NAc slices versus those pretreated with D1-like agonist 

alone (mean amplitude 12.6±1.9 pA; mean inter-event interval 38.3±0.4 msec; 

P=0.4, data not shown). 
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Figure 10. The D1-like receptor agonist, SKF 38393, significantly reverses 
ethanol inhibition of NMDA mEPSC amplitude and frequency.  A.  
Representative recordings with SKF 38393 pretreatment (25 µM, top), 10 min 
after application of ethanol (75 mM) in the presence of SKF 38393 (middle) and 
15 mins following ethanol washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative amplitude histogram 
from cell demonstrated in A pretreated with SKF 38393 before and after ethanol 
application (control=2596 events; SKF/EtOH=2125 events).  C.  Cumulative inter-
event interval histogram with SKF 38393 pretreatment before and after ethanol 
application. 
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Figure 11. Pretreatment of the D1 antagonist SCH 23390 restores ethanol 
inhibition of NMDA mEPSC amplitude and frequency in the presence of 
SKF 38393.  A.  Representative recordings in the presence of SKF 38393 (25 
µM) and SCH 23390 (10 µM, top), 10 mins after application of ethanol (75 mM) in 
the presence of both SKF 38393 and SCH 23390 (middle) and 15 mins following 
ethanol washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative amplitude histogram from cell 
demonstrated in A pretreated with SCH 23390 and SKF 38393 before and after 
ethanol application (control=2621 events; SCH/SKF/EtOH=2136 events).  C.  
Cumulative inter-event interval histogram with SCH23390 and SKF 38393 
pretreatments before and after ethanol application. 
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Figure 12. Dose-dependent inhibition of NMDA mEPSCs by ethanol and its 
prevention of by prior activation of D1-like dopamine receptors.  A. Degree 
of ethanol inhibition of NMDA mEPSC amplitude (% of control) and reversal by 
pretreatment with D1 agonist.  Data obtained in 50 and 75 mM ethanol differed 
significantly from control values.  Data obtained in SKF 38393 (25 µM) pretreated 
group differ significantly from value observed in 75 mM ethanol group.  Data 
obtained in the group pretreated with SCH 23390 (10 µM) and SKF 38393 (25 
µM) combination differ significantly from value observed in SKF group, but did 
not differ significantly from value observed in 75 mM ethanol alone group.  B.  
Degree of ethanol inhibition of NMDA mEPSC frequency (% of control) and 
reversal by pretreatment with D1 agonist.  Data obtained at 50 and 75 mM 
ethanol differ significantly from control values.  Data obtained at pretreatment 
with SKF 38393 differ significantly from data at 75 mM ethanol alone.  Data 
obtained in SCH 23390 group differ significantly from control SKF38393 group, 
but did not differ significantly from values observed  in ethanol (75 mM) alone 
group.  * P<0.05;  ** P<0.01; *** P<0.001. Bars = mean ± SEM. 
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3-7. Effects of ethanol on NMDA mEPSC decay time constants 

NMDA receptors containing NR2B subunits display shorter decay time 

constants and greater ethanol sensitivity (Hestrin, 1992; Lovinger, 1995; Flint et 

al., 1997; Vicini et al., 1998).  The age of rats used in this study (2-3 weeks old) 

coincides with the developmental increase of NR2B subunit expression (Williams 

et al., 1993; Monyer et al., 1994; Sheng et al., 1994; Portera Cailliau et al., 1996; 

Wenzel et al., 1997; Law et al., 2003).  To determine whether ethanol 

significantly affects the decay time constant of NMDA mEPSCs and whether 

activation of D1DRs may regulate the inhibitory effects of ethanol, decay time 

constants of NMDA mEPSCs before and after ethanol application were 

compared in the presence and absence of D1DR agonist.  Decay kinetics of 

averaged typical events of NMDA mEPSCs from a single neuron were fitted by 

single exponential function.  Ethanol (75 mM) significantly reduced the decay 

time constant of NMDA mEPSCs as indicated by re-scaling of these NMDA 

mEPSCs prior to and following ethanol treatment (Figure 13A).  Ethanol had 

virtually no effect on the decay time constant of NMDA mEPSCs in slices 

pretreated with D1DR agonist (Figure 13B).  The cumulative effects of ethanol 

(25-75 mM) inhibition of the decay time constant of NMDA mEPSCs were shown 

in Figure 13C.  Taken together, only the highest ethanol concentration resulted in 

significant changes in the decay time constant (ethanol inhibition: 36.0±6.0% of 

control, P<0.05, n=6), whereas lower concentrations of ethanol exhibited non-

significant but consistently inhibitory effects.  Ethanol inhibition on the decay time 
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constants was significantly reversed by activation of D1DRs (8.6±4.2% inhibition, 

P<0.005 in comparison with 75 mM ethanol alone, n=6).  Mean 10-90% rise-time 

was not affected by ethanol or by SKF 38393 pretreatment (data not shown).  
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Figure 13. Ethanol significantly accelerates NMDA mEPSC decay kinetics in 
a D1 dopamine receptor dependent manner.  A. Left panel: Overlay of 
averaged NMDA mEPSCs from a representative cell before and after 75 mM 
ethanol application, demonstrating amplitude inhibition by ethanol.  Right panel: 
Overlay of rescaled averaged NMDA mEPSCs (mEPSC in ethanol has been 
scaled to the peak of the control mEPSC) to highlight the increased slope of 
decay current.  B.  Pretreatment with SKF 38393 attenuates ethanol effects.  Left 
panel: Overlay of averaged NMDA mEPSCs from a representative cell pretreated 
with 25 µM SKF 38393 before and after ethanol application, showing less 
amplitude inhibition.  Right panel:  Overlay in which mEPSC in ethanol has been 
scaled to the peak of the control mEPSC in SKF 38393 pretreatment to highlight 
less change in the slope of decay current, compared with traces in A.  C.  Effects 
of 25, 50, 75 mM ethanol and 25 µM SKF 38393 pretreatment on decay time 
constants of NMDAR mEPSCs.  Data attained in 75 mM ethanol differ 
significantly from control value (*P<0.05, n=7).  Data attained in 75 mM ethanol 
with 25 µM SKF 38393 pretreatment differ significantly from values in 75 mM 
ethanol alone (**P<0.01, n=6).  Bars = mean ± SEM. 
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3-8. Effects of ethanol on paired-pulse facilitation of Ca2+-supported NMDA 

EPSCs 

Few studies in the literature suggest that ethanol inhibits glutamate 

release into the NAc (Nie et al., 1994; Yan et al., 1998).  Consistent with those 

reports, the frequency analysis of Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSC in this study 

strongly indicates that acute ethanol exposure decreases glutamate release onto 

accumbal MSNs.  To further verify the presynaptic effects of ethanol, the ratio of 

paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) of NMDA EPSCs elicited at a certain inter-stimulus 

intervals in the presence of Ca2+ (2 mM) was measured from acute accumbal 

slices (Figure 14A).  The ratio of PPF is inversely correlated with the probability 

of neurotransmitter release (Zucker, 1989).  The ratio of PPF at 50 msec interval 

was significantly greater than that at 100 msec (Figure 14C), therefore the 

interval of 50 msec was used in this study.  It is important to note that the second 

EPSC was frequently delivered during the recovery process of the first NMDA 

EPSC.  Ethanol (75 mM) significantly increased the ratio of PPF in all neurons 

tested by over 27% (P<0.05, n=5 neurons) (Figure 14B), suggesting a 

presynaptic inhibitory effect on glutamate release, in agreement with prior finding 

in this study. 
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Figure 14. Ethanol decreases glutamate release probability as indicated by 
an increase in the paired-pulse ratio of NMDAR EPSCs.  A.  Representative 
recording traces from a cell before ethanol application (top), in the presence of 
ethanol (75 mM, middle) and following ethanol washout (bottom).  The inter-
stimulus interval was 50 ms.  B.  Graphical representation of ethanol-induced 
changes in paired-pulse ratio for all cells tested at an inter-stimulus interval of 50 
ms.  The mean ratio of PPF of the control group was 1.5 ± 0.1 and following 
EtOH treatment increased to 1.9 ± 0.2.  C.  Graphical representation of the 
changes in paired-pulse ratio induced by 50 and 100 ms inter-stimulus intervals 
in control medium spiny neurons.  Data obtained at the 50 ms inter-stimulus 
interval differ significantly from values at 100 ms inter-stimulus interval (P<0.01, 
n=4; 50 ms group: 1.5 ± 0.1; 100 ms group: 1.2 ± 0.1). 
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3-9. Effects of ethanol on histogram distribution of the amplitude of NMDA 

mEPSCs 

Prior data in this study indicate that D1DR-dependent regulation of NMDA 

receptor sensitivity to ethanol occurs through a postsynaptic mechanism, 

therefore the presynaptic effects of D1DR on NMDA receptor sensitivity to 

ethanol are unexpected and require further validation.  Therefore, the normalized 

event amplitude distribution during identical recording durations across cells that 

displayed typical ethanol effects (control and SKF-pretreated, n=5 for each 

condition) were analyzed and ethanol effects were assessed in the presence and 

absence of D1DR agonist (Figure 15).  In the control group, ethanol (75 mM) 

shifted the normalized event amplitude distribution leftward, as indicated by the 

peak distribution decreased about 41% of the control value (39.8±0.4%, R2=0.92 

vs 23.5±0.2%, R2=0.93) (Figure 15A).  A very little skew (9% of control) of 

amplitude distribution induced by ethanol exposure was observed in slices 

pretreated with SKF 38393 (42.3±0.2%, R2=0.97 in SKF 38393 group vs 

38.7±0.2%, R2=0.96 in SKF 38393/ethanol group) (Figure 15B).  Ethanol reduced 

the total number of events by 26% (877/1185) in the absence of SKF 38393 

whereas a decrease about 18% (1063/1298) was observed in the presence of 

SKF 38393.   
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Figure 15. The normalized population distributions of NMDA mEPSC 
amplitudes are skewed leftward by ethanol-exposure in control neurons 
but not in neurons pre-treated with SKF 38393.  The numbers of events in 
each condition are given in parentheses; the duration of recording epoch in each 
condition was identical.  A. Control neurons; B. Neurons pretreated with SKF 
38393. 
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3-10. D1DR-dependent regulation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs in 

RCS-/- mice 

RCS can be phosphorylated by D1-PKA activation in accumbal MSNs and 

phosphorylated RCS amplifies PKA-dependent phosphorylation of DARPP-32 by 

inhibiting PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 

(Rakhilin et al., 2004).  To investigate whether phosphorylated RCS contributes 

to D1-dependent regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol, NMDA 

EPSCs in 0.5 mM Mg2+ were recorded from NAc slices of both WT and RCS KO 

mice.  Ethanol inhibition was determined in the presence and absence of a full 

D1DR agonist (SKF 81297, 1 µM).  SKF 81297 has around 88% of the maximum 

efficacy of dopamine in stimulating adenylyl cyclase, which is much greater than 

that of the partial agonist SKF 38393 with corresponding values of only 45% 

(Andersen and Jansen, 1990).  Consistent with our prior studies, ethanol (75 

mM) inhibited the amplitude of NMDA EPSCs by about 39% in control slices 

(Figure 16A), and SKF 81297 pretreatment significantly reduced ethanol 

inhibition of NMDA EPSCs from WT mice (Figure 16B, 24±3% vs 39±4%, 

P<0.01, n=5).  In the absence of SKF 81297, ethanol (75 mM) inhibited the 

amplitude of NMDA EPSCs of RCS KO mice to a degree (43±4%, n=5) which 

was not significantly different from that observed in WT mice (P=0.2).  SKF 

81297 pretreatment significantly reduced ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs in 

KO mice (34±3%, P<0.02, n=6 neurons, Figure 17), but the degree of ethanol 

inhibition was significantly greater than that observed in the NAc of WT mice 
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(Figure 18, P<0.03).  Taken together, in the absence of D1DR agonist, KO mice 

and WT mice displayed similar NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol, whereas 

following pretreatment with a D1DR agonist, RCS KO mice showed significantly 

lesser D1DR-mediated attenuation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in the 

NAc. 
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Figure 16. D1 agonist pretreatment significantly reverses ethanol inhibition 
of NMDA EPSCs in wild-type mice.  A.  Recording traces of pharmacologically 
isolated NMDA EPSCs of medium spiny neurons in the NAc before ethanol 
application (left), 15 min after ethanol (75 mM) application (middle), and 20 min 
after washout ethanol (right).  NMDA EPSCs were electronically evoked in the 
presence of 2 mM Ca2+.  B.  Recording traces of pharmacologically isolated 
NMDA EPSCs from acute NAc slice pretreated with D1 agonist (SKF 38393, 25 
µM) prior to ethanol application (left), 15 min after ethanol (75 mM) application 
(middle), and 20 min after washout ethanol (right).  To help identify the effect of 
ethanol on the amplitude of NMDA EPSCs, dashed lines are placed at the peak 
of NMDA EPSCs prior to ethanol application (control recordings).  The inhibitory 
effect of ethanol on NMDA EPSC amplitude is significantly reduced in slice 
pretreated with D1 agonist.   
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Figure 17. D1 agonist pretreatment has significant but reduced modulatory 
effect on the sensitivity of NMDA EPSC to ethanol in RCS knock-out mice.  
A.  Recording traces of pharmacologically isolated NMDA EPSCs from NAc 
slices of RCS KO mice prior to ethanol application (left), 15 min after ethanol 
application (75 mM), and 20 min after ethanol washout.  B. Recording traces of 
NMDA EPSCs from D1 agonist (SKF 38393, 25 µM)-pretreated accumbal 
medium spiny neurons of RCS KO mice prior to ethanol application (left), 15 min 
after ethanol application (middle), and 20 min washout ethanol (right).  
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Figure 18. RCS KO mice show reduced D1-like receptor-mediated 
modulation of NMDA EPSC sensitivity to ethanol in comparison to wild-
type mice.  Bar graph depicts the degree of ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSC 
(% of control) in the absence and presence of D1 agonist (SKF 38393, 25 µM) 
from both WT and KO mice.  In WT mice, the degree of ethanol inhibition with D1 
agonist pretreatment is significantly different from control value (P<0.01, n=5).  In 
KO mice, the degree of ethanol inhibition with D1 agonist pretreatment also 
differs significantly from the control value (P<0.02, n=5 for control slices, n=6 for 
SKF38393 pretreated slices).  The degree of ethanol inhibition in D1 agonist-
pretreated slices from KO mice differs significantly from that of D1-agonist-
pretreated slice of WT mice (P<0.03, n=6 KO, n=5 WT).  
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3-11. D1DR-dependent regulation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs in 

NAc explants 

Organotypic brain slice cultures (explants) contain intact synaptic 

connections and have been demonstrated to be a valuable in vitro preparation for 

assessing the effects of chronic drug exposure on synaptic transmission 

(Thomas et al., 1998).  To investigate whether D1DR-dependent attenuation of 

NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol occurs in explants preparation as well, 

pharmacologically isolated NMDA EPSCs were recorded from accumbal MSNs 

and challenged with ethanol (75 mM) in the absence and presence of SKF 38393 

(25 µM).  Consistent with our prior studies, ethanol (75 mM) significantly inhibited 

the amplitude of NMDA EPSCs in explants without SKF 38393 (25 µM) 

pretreatment (Figure 19).  Ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs was significantly 

reduced in explants pretreated with SKF 38393 (Figure 20), in good agreement 

with that observed in acute slices and cultured individual MSNs described 

previously.  The NMDA receptor antagonist, DL-APV (50 µM), significantly and 

reversibly inhibited these EPSCs, confirming that they are NMDA receptor-

mediated (Figure 20, P<0.005, n=5).  The cumulative effects of ethanol and 

D1DR-dependent attenuation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in explants 

were shown in Figure 21.  The amplitude of NMDA EPSCs in ethanol/SKF 38393 

was significantly greater than that in ethanol alone (99±5%, n=4 vs 68±11%, n=5; 

P<0.02).   
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Figure 19. Ethanol (75 mM) significantly inhibits pharmacologically isolated 
NMDA EPSCs in NAc explants.  Data shown are representative traces of 
NMDA EPSC evoked by synaptic stimulation in the presence of Ca2+ (2 mM) 
prior to ethanol application (A), 15 min after ethanol application (B).  Traces from 
A and B are superimposed in C to depict the inhibitory effect of ethanol.   
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Figure 20. D1DR activation attenuates ethanol inhibition (75 mM) of NMDA 
EPSC in NAc explants.  Representative traces of NMDA EPSCs from NAc 
explants pretreated with D1 agonist (SKF 38393, 25 µM) are shown as prior to 
ethanol application (A), 15 min after ethanol application (B), superimposition of 
traces in A and B (C), 10 min after (DL)-APV application onto the same neuron 
after ethanol washout (D), and 20 min after (DL)-APV washout (E).   
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Figure 21. Cumulative data of D1-like receptor-mediated attenuation of 
ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs in NAc explants.  Ethanol inhibition 
attained in the presence of SKF 38393 (25 µM) differs significantly from control 
value (*P<0.03, n=4 for ethanol/SKF38393, n=5 for ethanol alone).  (DL)-APV (50 
µM) significantly inhibits the amplitude of NMDA EPSCs (**P<0.01, n=5).   
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3-12. D1DR-depdendent regulation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA EPSCs in 

chronic ethanol-treated rats 

Ethanol increases dopamine release into the NAc (Brodie et al., 1990; 

Gonzales and Weiss, 1998; Yim et al., 1998).  Our data in this study indicate that 

activation of D1DRs may attenuate the inhibitory effects of ethanol on NMDA 

receptor function.  Repeated activation of D1DRs during chronic ethanol 

exposure may further reduce NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  To 

investigate the alterations of D1DR-dependent regulation induced by chronic 

ethanol exposure, the effects of ethanol (75 mM) on the amplitude of evoked, 

Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs from both ethanol naïve rats and chronic-ethanol 

(CE) treated rats were compared in the absence and presence of D1DR agonist 

(SKF 38393, 25 µM).  Ethanol inhibition of the amplitude of NMDA mEPSCs was 

significantly reduced in CE-treated rats (amplitude of mEPSCs from CE rats: 

91±3%, n=7 vs amplitude of mEPSCs from Control rats: 75±5%, n=12; P<0.03) 

(Figure 22).  Pretreatment with SKF 38393 slightly but not significantly reduced 

ethanol inhibition in CE-treated rats (P=0.16; amplitude of mEPSCs: 97.1±5.9%; 

n=9 for ethanol/SKF 38393 in CE group) (Figure 23).  The amplitudes of NMDA 

mEPSCs between these two groups in the presence of ethanol/SKF 38393 were 

not significantly different (P=0.19).  The cumulative data of the amplitude of 

NMDA mEPSCs in ethanol alone group and in ethanol/SKF 38393 group were 

shown in Figure 24.  Taken together, CE treatment reduced the ability of ethanol 

to inhibit NMDA receptor function in the NAc.   
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Figure 22. Chronic ethanol treatment reduces the ability of ethanol to 
inhibit NMDA mEPSC amplitude and frequency.  A.  Representative 
recordings from chronic ethanol (CE)-treated rats.  Recordings prior to ethanol 
application (top), 10 mins after ethanol application (middle) and 15 mins following 
ethanol washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative amplitude histogram from cell 
demonstrated in A before and after ethanol application (control=2563 events; 75 
mM EtOH=1464 events).  C.  Cumulative inter-event interval histogram before 
and after ethanol application. 
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Figure 23. Pretreatment with SKF 38393 (25 µM) slightly but not 
significantly reduces ethanol inhibition of NMDA mEPSC amplitude and 
frequency in chronic ethanol-treated rats.  A.  Representative recordings from 
chronic ethanol (CE)-treated rats following D1-agonist pretreatment.  Recordings 
prior to ethanol application (top), 10 mins after ethanol application (middle) and 
15 mins following ethanol washout (bottom).  B.  Cumulative amplitude histogram 
from cell demonstrated in A before and after ethanol application (control=2115 
events; 75 mM EtOH=1979 events).  C.  Cumulative inter-event interval 
histogram before and after ethanol application. 
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Figure 24. Cumulative data showing that chronic ethanol (CE) treatment in 
vivo reduces the inhibitory effect of acute ethanol exposure on the 
amplitude of NMDA mEPSCs.  Left: the effect of acute ethanol (75 mM) on the 
amplitude of NMDA mEPSCs in control rats differs significantly from that of CE-
treated rats (P<0.05, n=7). Right: in SKF38393 (25 µM)-pretreated slices, the 
effect of acute ethanol on the amplitude of NMDA mEPSC from control rats is not 
significant from that of CE-treated rats (P>0.05, n=9).   
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Chapter 4.  Discussion 

In this study we have four major findings based on a variety of recording 

techniques.  First, this study demonstrates that activation of D1DRs attenuates 

NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in the NAc largely by a postsynaptic 

mechanism.  This mechanism involves PKA-dependent phosphorylation of 

DARPP-32 and results in inhibition of PP-1 and phosphorylation of NMDA 

receptors.  Second, PKA-dependent phosphorylation of RCS following D1DR 

activation amplifies D1/DARPP-32-mediated attenuation of NMDA receptor 

sensitivity to ethanol.  A schematic diagram demonstrating this postsynaptic 

mechanism is depicted in Figure 25.  Third, recordings of Sr2+-supported NMDA 

mEPSCs reveal an unexpected additional presynaptic D1DR-regulation of 

ethanol inhibition of glutamate release onto accumbal MSNs.  This dissertation 

presents only the second report of Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs in the 

literature and the first in the NAc.  Fourth, repeated CE treatment in rats reduces 

accumbal NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  This discussion will focus on the 

importance of these findings related to the presynaptic and postsynaptic action 

sites of ethanol and D1-agonists, how they fit into the literature and will conclude 

with a brief outline of possible future experiments.   
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Fig 25. Schematic diagram of postsynaptic mechanism of D1DR-mediated 
regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  AC, adenylyl cyclase.  
CaM, calmodulin.  (Modified from Snyder et al. 1998). 
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Ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor function in the NAc 

Our data substantiate the well-known inhibitory action of ethanol on NMDA 

receptor function as extensively reported in the literature (Hoffman et al., 1989; 

Lovinger et al., 1989; Morrisett and Swartzwelder, 1993; Grant and Lovinger, 

1995).  Ethanol dose-dependently and preferentially inhibits NMDA receptors in a 

variety of brain regions but surprisingly only very few studies have been made in 

the NAc (Lovinger et al., 1989; Nie et al., 1994; Yang et al., 1996; Calton et al., 

1998; Li et al., 2002; Criswell et al., 2003; Hendricson et al., 2004).  In this study 

we thoroughly investigated ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor function in the 

NAc by employing a variety of recording techniques.  First, a high concentration 

of ethanol (75 mM) (several times that of the legal intoxication, ~17 mM) 

significantly and reversibly inhibited by about 50% the peak amplitude of NMDA 

EPSCs/EPSPs induced by synaptic stimulation or direct NMDA application 

recorded in individual NAc MSNs and in population MSNs.  The degree of 

ethanol inhibition is in good agreement with the literature (Lovinger et al., 1989; 

Morrisett et al., 1991; Nie et al., 1994; Steffensen et al., 2000).  Second, we 

observed a perceptible shift in amplitude distributions of Sr2+-supported NMDA 

mEPSCs at concentrations as low as 25 mM, and these shifts were highly 

statistically significant at 50 and 75 mM, levels ranging from common abuse to 

binge intake.   

The degree of ethanol inhibition (75 mM) on the amplitude of NMDA 

mEPSCs we report here is less than that we have reported in the NAc (Maldve et 
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al., 2002) and in the hippocampus (Morrisett et al., 1991; Morrisett and 

Swartzwelder, 1993; Thomas et al., 1998).  However, in our first report using 

Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs (Hendricson et al., 2004), ethanol inhibition was 

also less than that we reported in previous studies (Morrisett and Swartzwelder, 

1993; Thomas et al., 1998).  It is well known that the reduced Mg2+ concentration 

used in this study may also decrease the inhibitory effects of ethanol on NMDA 

receptor function since a reduction in Mg2+ is associated with a concomitant 

reduction in ethanol efficacy (Morrisett et al., 1991; Calton et al., 1998).  It is also 

important to note that both amplitude and frequency components of ethanol 

inhibition of mEPSCs would contribute to the overall inhibitory effect observed on 

evoked EPSCs since both NMDA receptor function as well as Glu release 

probability will be differentially affected by ethanol.  Therefore, we argue that the 

combined inhibitory components of ethanol upon mEPSC frequency and 

amplitude should therefore at least be additive and thus the sum of the inhibitory 

effects of ethanol (35% inhibition of the mEPSC frequency component plus 25% 

inhibition of mEPSC amplitude) would give an overall degree of about 60% 

inhibition by 75 mM ethanol, a number in good agreement with our prior 

observations.  Another explanation for this difference is related to the fluoride-

containing intracellular solution used in this study.  Fluoride was included in 

intracellular recording solution to promote stimulation of adenylyl cyclase to 

compensate for intracellular perfusion during prolonged whole-cell patch-clamp 

recording (Breakwell et al., 1995).  Therefore, stimulation of adenylyl cyclase 
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induced by fluoride may increase the level of phospho-Ser897-NR1 subunit 

affecting NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.   

 

D1-agonist attenuation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor function 

(postsynaptic aspect) 

This study is the first to demonstrate that activation of D1DRs significantly 

reduces the ability of ethanol to inhibit NMDA receptor function (Maldve et al., 

2002).  This has been demonstrated by synaptic activation of NMDA EPSCs, 

NMDA-induced currents in acute slices, isolated cultured MSNs and NAc 

explants.  DARPP-32 knockout mice do not display D1-agonist attenuation of 

NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  Finally, the amplitude distribution analyses 

of Sr2+-supported NMDA mEPSCs further substantiate and extend our findings.   

Biochemical studies from this lab further support the findings 

demonstrated by electrophysiological recording techniques.  Pretreatment with 

D1DR agonists enhanced the level of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32, whereas the 

total amount of DARPP-32 was not affected.  D1DR agonist pretreatment also 

increased the level of NR1 phosphorylation at Ser897, coincident with the time 

course of diminished ethanol sensitivity.  Furthermore, the relative time courses 

of DARPP-32 phosphorylation at Thr34 and NR1 phosphorylation at Ser897 

seemed virtually synchronous (Maldve et al., 2002).  These findings suggest that 

activation of the D1-DARPP-32 pathway enhances NR1 phosphorylation at 

Ser897 which results in reduced NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol.  
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Our data indicate that D1-agonist attenuation of ethanol inhibition of 

NMDA receptor function occurs mainly postsynaptically.  Three lines of evidence 

in this study support this hypothesis: 1) This regulation occurs in isolated cultured 

MSNs in the presence of TTX which blocks synaptic transmission.  2) The 

amplitude distribution analyses of NMDA mEPSCs suggest that this alteration 

mediated by D1DR activation is located postsynaptically.  The reversal in 

amplitude distribution induced by D1 agonist pretreatment during ethanol 

exposure was significant and there were no differences in the event populations 

between control NAc neurons versus those pretreated with the D1 agonist alone, 

further indicating the selectivity of D1 receptor activation.  The changes in the 

amplitude of quantal NMDA mEPSCs reflect the selective action of D1-agonists 

on postsynaptic NMDA receptor function.  3) The significant reversal of ethanol 

inhibition of the decay time constant of NMDA mEPSCs further confirms a 

postsynaptic process.   

 Analyses of the decay time constant of NMDA mEPSCs present additional 

evidence that D1 modulation selectively alters NMDA receptor sensitivity to 

ethanol via a postsynaptic mechanism.  Since Sr2+-supported neurotransmitter 

release is quantal (Oliet et al., 1996), changes in release probability are 

correlated with changes in the frequency but not decay kinetics of the miniature 

currents.  In spinal motor neurons, similar concentrations of ethanol as used in 

this study have been shown to affect the frequency but not the rise or decay 

kinetics of non-NMDAR mEPSCs or mIPSCs (Ziskind-Conhaim et al., 2003).  
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Therefore, the decay time constant of quantal NMDA mEPSC can be considered 

a wholly postsynaptic process and is valuable here for further substantiating that 

D1DR modulation of ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor function occurs 

postsynaptically. 

Ethanol may preferentially inhibit NR2B-containing NMDA receptors in the 

NAc (Lovinger, 1995).  The subunit expression of NMDA receptors has been 

well-known to be regulated developmentally after birth.  Specifically, NR2B 

subunits display peak expression about 2-3 weeks after birth (Williams et al., 

1993; Monyer et al., 1994; Sheng et al., 1994; Portera Cailliau et al., 1996; 

Wenzel et al., 1997) or in cultured cortical neurons (Zhong et al., 1994).  The 

acceleration of NMDA mEPSC decay observed in this study is consistent with the 

relatively selective effect of ethanol on NR2B-containing receptors (Lovinger, 

1995) since residual NR2A-containing receptors display shorter decay time 

constants than NMDA receptor containing NR2B subunit (Hestrin, 1992; Flint et 

al., 1997; Vicini et al., 1998).  We observed similar effects on the mEPSC decay 

in hippocampus as well (Hendricson et al., 2004).  These findings indicate that 

native NMDA synaptic responses in this brain region of 2-3 week-old rats may 

display subunit selectivity for ethanol as well.   

 However, the statement that ethanol selectively inhibits NR2B-containing 

NMDA receptors in NAc tissue preparation does minimize other possible 

interactions between ethanol and the NMDA receptor proteome.  For example, it 

would be very interesting to investigate the effects of ethanol on recombinant 
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NMDA receptors in some expression systems with the additional expression of 

DARPP-32.  Blank and colleagues have demonstrated that stimulation of PKA 

had no effects on NMDA responses in the absence of DARPP-32 expression in 

oocytes and that injection of RNA coding for DARPP-32 potentiated NMDA 

responses following stimulation of PKA (Blank et al., 1997).  These findings 

strongly indicate that complex interactions between NMDA receptors and other 

proteins in the postsynaptic density exist.  Such approaches in recombinant 

systems could be used here to investigate the effects of ethanol and selective 

NR2B-containing receptor antagonists on NMDA responses in oocytes injected 

with striatal poly(A)+ mRNAs in the presence and absence of D1-agonists.  

To avoid possible confounds of NMDA response changes, we selected an 

optimal concentration of the D1DR agonist SKF 38393 in this study.  It has been 

reported that SKF 38393 (10 µM) directly enhanced NMDA receptor function in 

the NAc of Wistar rats (Harvey and Lacey, 1997).  However, at the concentration 

(SKF38393, 25 µM) used in this study, we observed no significant changes on 

the basal amplitude and frequency of NMDA receptor-mediated mEPSCs in 

Sprague-Dawley rats.  The discrepancy could be the result of different strains of 

rats used in these two studies.  At much greater concentrations, SKF38393 has 

been reported to stimulate D1DR dependent inositol phosphate formation in the 

striatum (EC50 >100 µM) which could activate intracellular Ca2+ mobilization and 

increase PP2B-dependent dephosphorylation of DARPP-32 (King et al., 1984; 

Undie and Friedman, 1990; Panchalingam and Undie, 2000).  D1 agonist 
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pretreatment over prolonged durations may also desensitize D1-like receptors 

(Lewis et al., 1998); however, the pretreatment duration (10 mins) in this study 

was much shorter than that required for desensitization.  Taken together, we 

used a concentration of SKF38393 to maximize the effect of D1DR activation and 

DARPP-32 phosphorylation without desensitization of D1 receptors or activation 

of PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation of DARPP-32.  Our lab has also observed 

similar effects with another D1 agonist, SKF 82958 (1 µM, Zhang et al., 2005). 

 In order to investigate phosphorylation-dependent mechanism of ethanol 

sensitivity of NMDA receptors in greater detail, we also studied the interaction 

with RCS.  Recordings from RCS knockout mice demonstrate and extend the 

postsynaptic mechanism underlying D1-agonist attenuation of NMDA receptor 

sensitivity to ethanol.  The comparison of the degree of D1-modulation in WT 

mice and RCS knock-out mice suggests that RCS plays a modulatory role to the 

action of D1-DARPP-32 signaling in regulating the ability of ethanol to inhibit 

NMDA receptor function.  Phospho-Ser55-RCS regulates the dephosphorylation 

of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 by competitively inhibiting PP2B, the primary 

effector dephosphorylating phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 (Rakhilin et al., 2004).  It 

is also important to note that the concentration of the D1DR agonist SKF 81297 

(1 µM) in this study is much lower than SKF 38393 (25 µM), consistent with the 

greater efficacy of SKF 81297 than SKF 38393 (Andersen and Jansen, 1990).  In 

the current study we did not investigate whether RCS exerts its effect through 

inhibiting PP2B.  It would be interesting to study whether PP-2B inhibitors would 
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occlude the action of RCS in reversal of ethanol inhibition of NMDA receptor 

function mediated by D1/DARPP-32 activation.  It also would be interesting to 

investigate whether ethanol exposure has direct effects on the level of phospho-

Ser55-RCS, since our prior data have demonstrated that ethanol directly 

increases the level of phospho-Thr34-DARPP-32 in NAc slices (Maldve et al., 

2002).  

  

Presynaptic effects of ethanol in the NAc and D1-agonist attenuation of 

ethanol inhibition of glutamate release 

 Our data substantiate the inhibitory effects of ethanol on glutamate 

release in central glutamatergic synapses.  Ethanol, at intermediate and high 

concentrations, significantly inhibited NMDA mEPSC frequency, indicating that 

ethanol also suppressed glutamate release onto accumbal neurons.  In general, 

ethanol suppression of release has been problematic, especially in cortical 

structures.  However, we have recently demonstrated that ethanol reduces 

NMDA mEPSC frequency in the hippocampus (Hendricson et al., 2004) as well 

as depolarization-evoked release of synaptic vesicles in intact hippocampal 

slices measured using the lipophilic dye, FM1-43 (Maldve et al., 2004).  In the 

latter report, we further corroborated ethanol effects on release using recordings 

of AMPA mEPSCs.  In the accumbens, Siggins and colleagues have previously 

reported results suggestive of inhibitory effects on release (Nie et al., 1994).  

Interestingly, that lab has also recently reported that ethanol decreased the ratio 
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of paired-pulse facilitation of NMDA EPSCs (suggesting an increase in release 

probability) in the central nucleus of the amygdala in chronic ethanol-treated rats 

(Roberto et al., 2004).  In comparison with our findings, these results indicate that 

ethanol has differential effects on Glu release within the extended amygdala.  

Finally, our paired-pulse facilitation experiments indicate that ethanol inhibits 

release in a manner consistent with our observations of NMDA mEPSCs.  Taken 

together, these findings strongly indicate that ethanol suppresses glutamate 

release onto accumbal medium spiny neurons. 

 The antagonistic effect of D1-agonist on ethanol inhibition of Glu release 

was surprising to us.  While the paired-pulse facilitation data strongly support the 

mEPSC frequency analysis for a direct ethanol effect on release, we further 

sought to verify that D1-ethanol interactions were not impairing our ability to 

detect smaller mEPSCs, which might result in an apparent decrease in 

frequency.  Therefore, we constructed normalized histogram distributions by their 

amplitude for identical recording periods and compared ethanol effects from 

several control neurons with neurons pretreated with the D1 agonist prior to 

ethanol exposure.  Ethanol shifted the peak amplitude distribution to smaller 

mEPSC values in control neurons but the numbers of events in the smaller 

amplitude bins actually increased above that observed in control cells prior to 

ethanol application.  This observation strongly suggests that the decrease in 

event amplitude induced by ethanol in control neurons did not result in a loss of 

our ability to detect smaller events.  In D1-agonist pretreated neurons, the peak 
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of the amplitude distribution did not change following ethanol challenge, whereas 

overall event number was reduced, further indicating that a component of the 

ethanol effect on mEPSC frequency was unresponsive to D1 receptor activation. 

 The mechanisms underlying the presynaptic effects of D1-agonist remain 

unclear.  Presynaptic D1 receptors do indeed exist in the NAc, although the 

majority of D1 receptors are located postsynaptically on medium spiny neurons 

(Levey et al., 1993).  However, D1DR activation has complex effects on Glu 

release in different brain regions.  Activation of presynaptic D1-like receptors 

enhanced Glu release in cortical structures (Bouron and Reuter, 1999; Wang et 

al., 2002).  On the other hand, dopamine decreased Glu release in the NAc 

(Pennartz et al., 1992; Harvey and Lacey, 1996; Nicola and Malenka, 1997; 

Hjelmstad, 2004) and other brain regions (Momiyama et al., 1996; Chen et al., 

1999; Behr et al., 2000) by activating presynaptic D1-like receptors.  Recently, 

Hjelmstad (2004) elegantly demonstrated complex interactions between D1-like 

receptors and the release of Glu and GABA onto medium spiny neurons of the 

NAc which culminated in a net excitatory effect on NAC firing.  Furthermore, 

retrograde messengers such as adenosine (Harvey and Lacey, 1997) and nitric 

oxide (Yang, 1999) have been demonstrated to have complex effects on Glu 

release following D1DR activation.  In the present study, we used a selective D1-

agonist and no change in basal frequency was observed following D1 stimulation 

alone.  The partial reversal of the reduction in frequency by D1 pretreatment 

prompts the most parsimonious conclusion that presynaptic D1DRs must 
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selectively modulate ethanol suppression of release.  Since nitric oxide has been 

implicated in D1 regulation of Glu release via retrograde action (Yang, 1999), 

postsynaptic D1DR activation could also conceivably contribute to D1 modulation 

of Glu release. 

The exact synaptic sites of D1DRs affecting Glu release are not clear.  

Since this study focuses on the postsynaptic mechanism underlying D1-

modulation, we didn’t further investigate the mechanism of D1-agonist on Glu 

release.  However, this question is very interesting.  To address this question, 

glutamate-containing PFC neuronal culture could be used since MSNs are 

GABAergic.  D1DRs located on both presynaptic and postsynaptic sites might 

contribute to the antagonistic effect of D1-agonist on ethanol inhibition of Glu 

release.  To discriminate the synaptic locations of D1DRs, we might reduce the 

concentration of virus to have only a portion of cultured neurons expressing GFP-

labeled D1DRs.  Thus, the GFP-labeled neurons might form synapses with non-

GFP-labeled neurons.  Concerning the presynaptic and postsynaptic locations, 

GFP neuron and non-GFP neuron can form synapses in either way.  Therefore, 

the enhanced D1DR expression might be presynaptic or postsynaptic.  By using 

paired recording techniques, we can detect the presynaptic cell from the 

postsynaptic cell by depolarizing one cell and observing whether EPSC would be 

induced in the other cell.  We can selectively apply D1-agonists onto one cell 

locally and simultaneously record AMPA mEPSCs from the other cell.  In this 

way we might selectively express and activate D1DRs on presynaptic or 
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postsynaptic sites and acquire information about the synaptic contribution of 

D1DRs on glutamate release. 

In this study we didn’t discriminate the roles of D1 and D5 receptors in D1-

attenuation of NMDAR sensitivity to ethanol due to the lack of selective 

antagonists for each of these two receptors.  Therefore, efforts are usually limited 

to indirect methods in which genetic ablation of D1 receptors reveals the roles of 

D1 and further pharmacological blockade of D1DRs (only D5 under this situation)  

reveals the roles of D5 receptors.  Centonze and colleagues reported that 

genetic ablation of D1 receptor abolished LTP, whereas D1DR antagonist further 

blocked LTD in mice lacking D1 receptors (Centonze et al., 2003).  Thus, it would 

be interesting to use this method to discriminate the contribution of D1 and D5 

receptors to D1-modulation as observed in this study.  D1 and D5 receptors 

might display differential modulation on Glu release and/or NMDA receptor 

function as well.   

 

D1-regulation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol during chronic 

ethanol (CE) treatment 

 Since this project largely focuses on acute exposure and D1DR-

dependent regulation of NMDA sensitivity to ethanol, it would appear to be of 

greater importance to extend our observations to include analysis of 

dopaminergic regulation during CE exposure.  CE-treatment may induce an 

enhanced NMDA-mediated process and synaptic plasticity in the NAc.  CE-
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induced neuroadaptation may be mediated by multiple mechanisms such as up-

regulation of the ability of D1DR activation to attenuate ethanol inhibition of 

NMDA receptor function and/or reduced NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in 

the NAc.  In the present study, we observed reduced NMDA receptor sensitivity 

to ethanol in NAc slice of CE-treated rats, suggesting enhanced NMDA receptor 

function which may facilitate synaptic plasticity during CE treatment.  Indeed, 

Yamamoto and colleagues have demonstrated that tetanic stimulation induced 

pronounced NMDAR-LTP in the neostriatum during ethanol withdrawal 

(Yamamoto et al., 1999).  Interestingly, Siggins and colleagues have recently 

reported enhanced NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in the NAc in ethanol-

dependent rats (Siggins et al., 2003).  Our data are not in agreement with the 

report from Siggins and colleagues which might be due to the different methods 

used for CE treatment – we used intraperitoneal (ip) injection of ethanol with a 

12-hour interval for one week whereas a continuous ethanol vapor exposure (2-4 

weeks) was used in their studies.  Collectively, CE exposure might lead to 

neuroadaptations of enhanced NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission.   

 Since we only did one CE experiment in the present study, it would be 

interesting to thoroughly investigate the neuroadaptations in mesolimbic 

structures during CE exposure in future experiments.  We propose that NMDAR-

LTP in the NAc will be promoted; therefore, it would be interesting to directly 

measure NMDAR-LTP in the NAc in CE-treated rats and NAc explants.  Since 

ethanol withdrawal may occur during slice preparation, it may be of greater 
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importance to induce accumbal LTP in freely moving animals following CE 

treatment.  Furthermore, since we observed reduced ethanol sensitivity of NMDA 

receptors in the NAc in contrary to Siggins’ report, it may be appropriate to study 

the neuroadaptation of glutamatergic synapses in animals following repeated 

ethanol exposure vs continuous ethanol vapor exposure.  Since it has been 

reported that repeated passive ethanol exposure increases voluntary ethanol 

consumption (Lessov et al., 2001), measurement of ethanol consumption 

correlated with neuroadaptations in the NAc might have greater relevance in 

these two different CE exposure protocols.   

 

Conclusion 

This dissertation demonstrates and identifies D1DR-dependent 

attenuation of NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol in the NAc, which may 

promote the development of ethanol dependence.  In this hypothesis, ethanol 

may first increase the firing rate of VTA dopamine neurons and thereby promote 

dopamine release into the NAc.  The activation of D1DRs would lead to 

phosphorylation of DARPP-32 and inhibition of PP-1 culminating in 

phosphorylation of Ser897-NR1 by PKA.  Coincident PKA-dependent 

phosphorylation of RCS at Ser55 would further amplify the D1-DARPP-32 

signaling cascade.  Phosphorylation of NMDA receptors at Ser897 would reduce 

NMDA receptor sensitivity to ethanol thereby maintaining normal or even 

enhanced NMDA receptor function.  This maintenance of NMDA receptor-
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mediated synaptic transmission may facilitate information processing through the 

mesolimbic circuits and thereby enhance or promote the induction of synaptic 

plasticity.  Therefore, D1/DARPP-32-dependent regulation of NMDA receptor 

sensitivity to ethanol may promote neuroadaptation occurring in chronic ethanol 

abuse.    
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